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. FORE\VARD. 

The twenty-fifth, the Silver Jubilee, Session of the National Liberal 
Federation was held at Labore on the 17th and 18th March, 19t5. This was 
the first time that the Federation met in this Province. 

The invitation to hold this meeting in the Punjab was extended by 
the Punjab Liberal League formed a year earlier, and the arrangements 
were undertaken by a Reception Committee specially organized for this 
pnrpose. 

The Reception Committee is grateful to many persons who rendered 
most valuable service to the work of the committee in many ways ; and we 
take this opportunity of recording our thanks to them, and likewise, to'those 
whose generous contributions made our work possible. A Jist of persons 
who donated one hundred rupees or more is given below. 

The meeting was disappointed that · Sii Chiman Lal Sitalvad, the 
doyen of the Federation, was prevented from attending, at the last moment, 
by an accident. Pundit Hirday Nath Kunzru was away to. America and 
Raja Sir Maharaj Singh to England; and the Hon'ble Dr. Srinivasa Sastri 
could not undertake a long journey in the present state of health. The 
conference was conscious of the gap caused by their absence. 

: -
At the same time, we are glad to rt:cord that the session was fulJy . 

representative and the meetings were successfully held. 

The choice of the President was particularly happy one. Rao 
Bahadur Venkatarama Sastri by his courtsey and consummate ability guided 
the conference most suitably, and to him our grateful thanks are due. 

The Proceedings of the conference are now published for the 'iiuor
mation of the members of the Liberal Party and the public at large. \Ve , 
commend this Report to their perusal. 
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LIST OF DONORS. 
Rs, 

Hon 'ble R. B. Ram Saran Das ••• . .. 400 
D. B. Raja Narendra Nath . ... 100 
Dr. Sir Gokal Chand Narang , ... . .. 225 
R. B. Dr. Mathra Das Pahwa • •• . .. 200 
Seth Lachhman Das ••• 200 
l\lr. Kishen Chand (Messrs. Kaycee & Co.) 200 
Kanwar Raj Nath ... - ... 200 
Bawa Arjan Singh ••• 200 
R. B. Ganga Saran ••• 150 
MIS. Traders' Bank Ltd. (through L. Shiv RaJ1 ••• 150 
R. B. Janki Das Kapur 
"'5. B. Sardar l\Iohan Singh 
D. B. Krishna Kishore 
Mr. P. C. Mohindra ... 

••• 101 ... 100 
••• 100 

••• . .. 100 

B. L. Rallia Ram, 
Vice-President, 

Haradatta Sharma, 

General Secretary, 
Reception Committee 



PROCEEDINGS OF THE TWENTY-FIFTH SESSION OF THE 

National Luberal Federation of India, 
Held at Lahore, on .tlze 17th and 18tlz ~1Iarclz, 1945. • 

The Silver Jubilee Session of the National Liberal Federation 
of India opened at a specially erected Pandal on the Roberts .Road, 
at the site of the First National Bank Limited, Lahore, at 5 P. M., on 
Saturday, the 17th March, 1945. There was a representative gathering 
of delegates, members and \·isitors, prominent among those present 
being Sir Cowasjee Jehangir. Bart., Sir Shafaat Ahmad Khan, Dr. ·Sir 
Gokal Chand Narang, Mrs. Dandekar, Mr. P. Kodanda Rao, Dr. G. S . 
.\Lthaj<tni, Mr. J. L<. Gharpure, Mr. S. l\1. Bose, R. B. Chuni .~al ~ay, 
Mr. M. D. Altekar, l\lr. B. L. Rallia Ram, S. B. Sardar UJJal Stugh, 
R. B. Labh Chand Mehra, K B. Sardar Habib Ullah Khan. Mr. L. X. 
Rego, R. B. Durga Das, Mr. K. L. Rallia Ram, R. B. Janki 
DJ.5 Kap1r, Seth Lachhman Das, Pt. Thakur Datta Sharma, Syed 1famid 
Ali, Syed M. Habib, Sardar P. S. S0dhbans, Mian Mohammad Shareef, 
Mian Abdul Aziz, Mr. P. Samuels Lall, Bhagat Gobind Das, Principal . 
C. L. Anand, Prof. Abdul Qayyum Malik, Mian Ayyub Ahmad Makhdumi, 
Mr. Eric Banerjee, R. B. Ganga Saran, Mr. S. S. Bhagat, Prof. I. D. 
Sharma. ' 

fhe President-elect was received· by Mr. B. L. Rallia ·Ram, 
K. B. Sardar Habib Ullah Khan, S. B. Sardar Ujjal Singh, R. B. Labh · 
Chand Mehra, Bhagat Gobind Das, Mr. C. L. Anand, . Sardar P. S. 
Sodhbans, Mian Mohd. Shareef, 1\Han Abdul Aziz, Mr. Haradatta Sharma 
and others and conducted to his seat. After the President-elect, the 
members of the Reception Committee and the delegates had taken 
their seats, the proceedin.:{s commenced with singing of national songs by 
a group of college girls. 

In the unavoidable absence due to illness, of the Hon'ble R. B. L. 
.B,am Saran Das, Chairman of the. Reception Committee, Mr. B. L. 
Rallia Ram, the Senior Vice-Chairman said: 

"Ladies and Gentlemen, it is extremely regrettable that the Chairman 
of the Reception Committee, the Hor/ble Rai Bahadur Lata Ram Saran 
Da;;;, is unable, on account of illness, to be with us this evening. The . 
duty of reading the address of the Chainnen of the Reception Commi
ttee on hi.; behalf and of welcoming the President and the Delegates has, 
therefore, fallen upon me. I shall now read to vou the address of the 
Hon'ble Rai Bahadur Ram Saran Das, Chairman of the Reception 
Committee. 

ADDRESS OF THE 

Hon'ble Ral Bahadur Lala Ram Saran Das, C.I.E .• 
Chairman, Reception Committee. 

"Fellow Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

. On behalf of the Reception Committee, I offer you all a most 
cord1al welcome to the 25th session of the National Liberal Federation 
of India. \Ve feel it a great honour that Lahore h':is been chosen as the 
pla.ce for the celebration of the Silver Jubilee of the Federation. \Ve wish 
tt. had been ~ossi.ble for us to celebrate the event in a more fitting manner. 
\\hat we lack m dt;;;play we more tban make up in sincerity of purpose. 

") . \Ve me.et under the shadow of a great Joss which Lahore, the 
l unJa~, an? I wtll add. India, has suffered in the death on the 9th March 
of .RaJa ~J.~endranath. Great in character. conduct and.contribution to 
nJ.tlOn_al servtce. he will be missed at every gathering in Lahore for a long 
long t1me to come. ' 
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Many even!s have happened since we met last in Bombay in the 
Xmas. week of 1943, I should hke to refer to several of them on this 
occa~ton. But on account ~~ n:tY continued ill-health. it has not been 

· posstble for me to do tun. JUsttce to the task entrusted to me. I shall, 
tberefo~e, .confine. myself to JUSt a few matters. in the full confidence that 
my omtss1ons wlll be. x_nore. than _mad: up by the President·elect, Mr. T. 
R. Venkhtarama Sastn, m hts prestdenttal address which we are all so 
eager to listen. ' 

. It is a matter for sincere gratification that the Liberal Federation 
has Jived to c~l.ebrate its. Sil~er Jubilee I~ is a tr.ibute to the principles 
~d. pe~sonaltttes ~h~t msptred and sustamed our organisation. \Ve recall 
wtth pnde and gratitude the founders of the Federation, the ·late Sir 
Surendranath Banerjee, Sir C. Y. Chintamani, Sir Dinshaw \Vacha, Sir 
Chimanlal Setalvad, Sir P. S. Sivaswami Aiyar and the Rt. Hon V. S. 
Srinivasa Sastri, among others, who were stalwart veterans of tlle Indian 
National Congress. It was a great wrench to them to tear themselves a way 
from the Congress which they loved and served so well, but a sense of duty 
to· the country, as they saw it, persuaded them to do so and found the 
Federation and gave its principles which are progressive and practical. 
We are the inheritors of a great tradition, the Liberal outlook, the middle· 
of-the-road, the golden mean. lt is up to us to live up to it and pass it 
on to our successors, in the hope and confidence that it will gather 
mo.mentum and finally prevail. Let us do our task in that spirit. 

Since we met last, the war situation has greatly improved for the 
Allies, .and complete victory seems to be a matter of weeks or months. 
The defeat of the Axis Powers will be welcomed in India with sincere 
gratification and without any reservation. It is doubtful however, if the 

_ Allies wiJJ make as great a success of the peace-effort as of the war effort. 
"\Ve are to.ssed between hope and fear for the future peace of the world 
and the progress of India. The r~vival of old imperialisms and the 
r.reation of new ones and the imperialism of the white over the coloured. 
races of the world, threaten to create the ideal conditions for a new and 
more disastrous world-war.. Let us. hope that the bitter lessons of the 
past will not be altogether lost on the statesmen of the world who are 
soon to meet at San Francisco, and that they will fashion a peace which 
reconciles the victors and the vanquished, the large and the small nations, 
the coloured and the non-coloured peoples of the world It is a great 
pity that Mahatma Gandhi has not been invited to the Conference., \Vhat· 
ever be the apprehensions of the Allied Powers regarding his assistance 
to the war· effort on account of his creed of non.violence, none can have 
any doubt as to his invaluable and unique contribution to the peace-effort 
of the nations. It is also a great pity ·that the Indian Delegation to. the 
Conference consists solely of officials, who, it is common ground, do not 
enjoy the full confidence of the bulk of the population of India and can at 
best represent only British imperialism in India. 

In India among the events of the year of great significance were 
the unconditional release of Mahatma Gandhi on grounds of ill·health. and 
his negotiations with the Viceroy and Mr. Jinnah. It is a great misfortune 
that the Government did not grasp the hand of fellowship offered by the 
Mahatma In view of the Mahatma's categorical denial of responsibility 
for, and disapproval of, the violence that followed the arrest of himself 
and the Congress leaders, there was no justification for the continued 
incarceration of Congress leaders and the refusal to establish. by conven
tion, a truly national Government in India to take charge of her war-effort 
and her contribution to ~Yorld-peace. 

The better course seems to be that the federal part of the Govern
ment of India Act of 1935 should immediately be put into operation, for 
want of a better and agreed constitution as a trial. It is in some ways 
better than t~e present arrangement ; it is already on the statute book ; 
every effort to rem·edy it of its admitted. and serious defects has failed 
and only left the situation worse. Once the federal Government is set up, 
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it will in due course after the war appoint a constituent assembly to frame 
a better and more acceptable constitution for India.' 

There are many other topics of current interest that I would like 
to touch upon if my health had permitted. But I must pass over .them. I 
must however make one exception. The position of Indians m S~uth 
Africa has been a running sore; it has recently suffered an aggravat1on. 
The Indian case has been admirably defended by Sir Shafa~t Ahmed 
Khan, till recently the Indian High Commissioner in South Afnca. by the 
Indian Delegation to the Commonwealth Relations Conference in London 
and by Dr. Khare of the Government of India in India. The position of 
Indians in South Africa epitomises a world-problem .of the relatione; betw~en 
coloured and non-coloured races and will have to be solved on global bas1s. 

And now, friends, I should not wish to stand ~ny longe~ between 
you and the President. I will conclude by once agam welcomm.g YO? all 
most heartily to the Lahore session of the Liberal Federation and 1ts S1lver 
Jubilee. Forgive us tor our shortcomings .in making you fully comfortable. 
\Vith these words 1 once again thank you all for the trouble and interest 
you have taken in our deliberations and making the conference a success.~' 
The Chairman tlzen called upo11 Sir Co1.msjee ]ehangir to move the election 

of the President. 

Sir Cowasji ]elza11/!, ir said: 

"Brother Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen~ I have the pleasure of 
proposmg that Mr. Venkatarama Sastri be the President of the 25th 
annual session of our Conference. Mr Sastri is not unknown to us. 
He was our President in 1935. It ts needless to say that he is very ·well 
known in the south of India and 1 am sure his work and worth have 
filtered to the Punjab and if_ you have not had the privilege of hearing 
?im, you will do so today and that will make up for all that I can say to 
mtroduce you to l\1r. Venkatarama Sastri. 

• Mr. Venkatarama Sastri was the Advocate-General in .Madras. 
He then beca:ne a Member of the Executive Council, I believe it was for 
six hours. (Laughter). If Government was· the poorer for the loss, the 
public life of .Madras was a gainer. (Hear, hear), Ever since then, Mr. 
Venkatarama Sastri is well Known all over India for his wise cmd sober 
opini.ons and politically he has led, at least, public opinion in his great 
provmce of Madras. He now comes north, let us hope-to make us aU 
a little wiser which I am sure he will qo during the next two days of our 
deliberations. I have great pleasure in proposing Mr. Venkatarama,Sastri 
as the next President of our Conference. (Applause). · 

ln seconding the resolution R. B. Lala Labh Chand Mehra said: I 
have great pleasure in seconding the proposal of our distinguished country• 
man, Sir Cowasji Jehangir. l\lr. Sastri is an old and distinguished leader 
and I hope he will give the lead that we need. I am sure-. that under his 
able guidance this session will be a success. His coming from such a 
great distance at the cost of his convenience shews his zeal for the cause. 
I do not wish to stand between him and you. I commend the reso-
lution for your acceptance." (Applause). · 

. Jlr. B. L. Ral/ia Ram : ·Ladies and gentlemen, I need not put the 
resolutiOn to Yote because I am sure by your applause you have whole
hearte?Iy.approved the proposal made by Sir Cowasji Jehangir. {Applause) 
I now mnte l\Ir. \' enkatarama Sastri kindly to take the chair. 

. l\tr. Venkatarama Sastri then occupied the Presidential Chair 
arrndst applause and read the following address. 

Address of the President. 

Fellow Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen, I am deeply sensible 
of the . honour that you have conferred on me by inviting me 
t? prestde over r_?u: deliberations. this year. And you have my 
~ 1ncere thanks. Tbts 1s not the first tune that the Indian National Uberal 
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Federati~n has.~hosen to honour me. I have once before presided on·r 
your dehberations. That was at Nagpur in 1935, the year of the Govern 
,ment of Indi.a :tct and of the Golden J~bilee o~ t~e Indian National Congress. 
-To~ay we Sit m. our twenty-fifth:sesston ; th1s 1s the year of our Silver 
Jubilee. In one sense, the first thtrty-five years of the Indian National Con· 
gress that preceded the life of the Federation belonged as much to us as 
the Congress. If I may say so without offence to our brethren of the Con
gress, we here assembled today represent more nearly the authentic voice 
and tradition of the Congress that began its career in the year 1885, sixty 
years ago. Nor is it a reflection on the Congress to say so, as the Congress 
itself would claim to have brought into the old Congress a new way of life 
and method of action. Although we have often expressed our differences 
from the Congress, I have never before decried their work according to 
their chosen ways for the service of the motherland. At the session at 
which I last presided, greeting the Indian National Congress on the attain· 
ment of fifty years of life and work, I said as follows:-

·"While we are meeting here, there take place all over India widespread rejoicings 
at the attainment by the Indian National Congress of the fiftieth year of its life. 1\lost 
of us once belonged to it and can genuinely share in the memories of its early history. 
What if we have recently parted from it unable to approve of certain new activities 
and developments? Great endeavours, great trials, great successes marked the thirty
five years during which all that was patriotic, aU that was employed in the service of 
the nation, was gathered under the one banner of the Indian National Congress. 
We may justly claim that the work accomplished, while we were still undivided, was 
in the highest degree essential to the building up of the nation, to the consolidation 
of scattered effort, to the emergence of clear ideals and noble aspirations. Since we 
separated and began to pursue our own methods, differing from those of the latter
dsy Congress, the two organisitions have, no doubt, diverged widely. But behind 
these differences, is there not a unity of aspiration and a deep affinity of aim? They 
and we alike are pledged to the winning of India's right to shape her own destiny 

' and to her establishment as a free and self-respecting nation among free and self
respecting nations. We are colleagues in effort and brethren in service and we gladly 
extend to them our hearty felicitations and good wishes in the full trust that, moving 
along different paths where we must and treading the same paths together when we 
may, shall one day achieve the freedom and the glory of our common motherland." 

I cite the whole of it to-day for all that it says, for all that it implies and 
for all that was then out of our ken and now falls t.o be said. 

This is the Silver Jubilee year of the Indian National Liberal Federa
tion. It makes us turn back in retrospect. Many are the great name-; tu whom 
our minds turn,· l>adabhai Nowroji, Sir Pherozeshah Mehta, ~lr. G. K. 
Gokhale. Mr. \V. C. Bonnerji, Sir Surendranath Bannerji, Mr. A. M. Bose, 
Mr. V. Kri;;hnaswami Aiyar, Sir C. Y. Chintamani and others, among those 
no longer living; Sir P. S Sivaswami Aiyar, the Right Honourable V. S. 
Srinivasa Sa~tri and Sir Chimanlal Setalvad, among those still happily with 
us. Sir Tej B:thadur Sapru and Sir C P. Ramaswami Aiyar who belonged 
to us now say that they have left u~. They may s~y what they like, but 
they cannot c,lst off what is woven in the very texture of their minds. 
Speaking for m~self I can any dar entru"t the framing of a federal con
stitution in the hands of Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru as representative of the 
Liberal Federation. But more than all else- my mind turns to the friend, 
philosopher and gui ie of our school of thought, M. G. Ranade. He comes 
into my mind when puzzled by the tangled skein of our present day con
flicts and seemingly insoluble problems. There is a saying : Do not be 
elated in success nor unduly depressed in defeat. Both branches of this 
saying seem to me to be illustrated in all their aspects in these ten years 
of conflict and bungling in the public and political life of India. The im
mediate use of the maxim is that, dark and gloomy as things seem. there is 
no reason to be unduly depressed by it. 

Ten short but eventful years are gone. How changed is the 
present situation. The situation then was far, far better than now. lt has, 
since. distinctly deteriorated. 'Ye are in the grip of a deadlock from 
which it almost seems as if there was no way of escape, and a sense of 
frustration has overtaken us. If there was ever need for unity it was 
during these recent years. 'Ye have instead reached during these years 
ct. degree of disagree.me·nt and disunity, unknown at any time before in 



our country's hi;;;tory. The leaders of the most powerful single party.
the Congress-are held under detention in gaols and can now make no 
contribution to any solution for the present situation. The .Mahatma 
represents the Congres~ in h!s own peculiar way, both i~ and out of it, or 
neither in nor out of 1t, whtchever way we may put 1t; but he can do 
nothing at thi.:; juncture, without consulting the members of the \Vorking 
Committee of the Congress. The Muslim League and its leaders stand 
out for a septrate sovereign State or States and will not listen to any 
argument about it and will not look at any proposal that does not co~cede 
it. The Hindu Mahasabha on the other hand, cannot bear to contemplete 
a division of India and cannot discuss any scheme based on it. No 
agreement as between all the pa_rties is possible,-no agreement upon a 
constitution that will set the country on the road to freedom. . . 

The war that is still going on, and we hope, coming to an end this 
year so far at least as Europe is concerned, has shown that small nations have 
no security, and that without the combined and pooled resources of· many 
countries, great and small, and without their united and strenuous efforts, 
it would be very difficult to resist the might of a great foe, well equipped 
day by day wi~h newer engines of destruction, made possible by the 
development of modern science, engines that would have been incredible 
five years ago ... Our men have incidentally had the opportunity to 
take part in this war and measure themselves as against others in the 
process. They have earned credit and approbation, and their service 
and sacrifice have been acknowledged. If our people and their leaders 
had been made to feel that they are _fighting for the achievement of 
their own freedom as much as for the preservation of. the freedom 
of others. the contribution would have been many times more than it 
has been, and would have, at. the same time, carried us further 
forward And the relationship between the Government and the people 
would not have been what it is to-day and there would' have been no sense 
of frustration. But the Government are content with what help they have 
received and are receiving, and they see no reason to go beyond· the 
declaration of August 19~0 and the Cripps Offer of 1942 which has been 
stated still to hold. The declaration of 1940 is read by Mr. Jinnab as a 
promise that no steps will be taken by the Government without his consent, 
and both here and in Engl~nd. it has received the name "Jinnah's veto." 
Every effort to reach an understanding between rival parties has failed. A 
solution for the deadlock is being explored by the: Sapru Committee. How 
that will end and what success wilf attend that effort is in the lap of 
the gods. ' 

Let me, with your leave, briefly glance at the events during the 
last ten years that have landed us in this situation. As a result of persistent 
demands for the status and form of government which the other Dominions 
of the Commonwealth enjoy, and after eight long years of deliberation 
including three Round Table Conferences in three successive years, the 
British Government enacted the Government of India ·Act,1935. \Vith 
its numerous safeguards conceived largely in British interests, it is no 
wonder that it evoked no satisfaction in the minds of the Indians. In my ·. 
address in 19.15, I examined the deficiencies and shortcomings of the Act, 
but commended the working of the Act-no Act can be defeated by 
boycott of the Councils-without at the same time abating any effort to 
get the Act modified in India's interests. The- Congress was at first 
reluctant but soon decided to stand for election and was returned with 
Yaryingly large majorities in se,·en out of eleven Provinces. After a six 
months' parley o\·er the exercise of Governor's reserve powers, they 
accepted office in the latter part of 1937 and held office for two years or 
there.abouts. \Vithin three months of acceptance of office, every Congress 
Pronnce passed a resolution rejecting the federal pro\·isions of the 
Gov~~me~t of Jndi~ Act. ~'he Government postponed putting those 
prons10ns mto operatton, espectal1y as the Princes had in the meanwhile 
cooled down in their enthusia;;;m for the federation. I suppose the Political 
D;~artment was ne\·er in fa,·our of the Princes going into the federation. 
'" lnle the Congress was in office, their administration on the whole earned 
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credit for efficiency and won the approbation of the Government of India 
and e~en of Parliament wh? ~ec~gni~ed that it was not beyond the capacity 
of Indians to run democratiC mstttuttons on Parliamentary lines. 

. I~. not ~naware that the actions of the Congress in the course of 
thetr adnnmstration were not always . above criticism. I have had. on 
occasions, myself to oppose their measures and criticise their actions in 
strong terms. \Vant of previous experience in the art of administration, 
impatience in the pursuit of their laudable objects, an assured belief in 
their good intentions and rightness of their methods, lack of due considera· 
tion for the opinions of others, and in the face of differences absence of 
any ac~ive effort ~o pe~fuade or conciliate, or to accommodat~ or adjust. 
wer; m the mam thetr weaknesses \Vhatever other charges may be laid 
a'famst them, they cannot be charged with communalism. And, to my 
mmd. the extreme charge of tyranny and oppression of the Muslims lacked 
justification I take it that it expressed not so much a charge founded on 
facts as a sense of deep dissatisfaction with affairs due to a combination 
of circumstances for which the Congress cannot be held responsible. And 
the period of their ministry was too short to justify any permanent charac
terisation of the attitude of the Congress in the field of politics. But that 
neglect of the ·Congress coincided with a period of defeat and a feeling of 
vexation and resentment in the minds of the Muslims. T-he claim of the 
Congress to represent all India, including the Muslims and the attempt 
directly to approach the Muslim masses were considered by Mr. jinnah 
to be a cha1lenge to the Muslim League and to his own leadership and as an 
attempt to undermine their influence with the Muslims. 

\Vben the war was declared by the Viceroy in September, 1939, 
without any consultation with the Congress Governments or the Congress 
leaders, the Congress felt that the honour ot the country was touched 
and resigned office. They contrasted the treatment of the Dominions with 
the treatment of themselves. \Vhile a Dominion had even to be suffered 
to remain neutral, Indian representatives were not even forma1Iy consulted. 

Before we pass on to the narrative of events during the war, let me 
indicate the origin and growth of M~slim c1aim to a division of India. 

\Vhen the Government of ·India . Act ·was passed, the idea of 
dh·iding the country bad not arisen in the minds of the Muslims. One 
statement of Sir Muhammad Iqbal, the great Urdu poet. in 1930. urging 
the unification of the four Provinces. in North·West India was supposed 
to have adumbrated a division of the country between the l\1usfims and 
the Ilindus. That has been denied by some and explained by others as 
not bearing the construction put upon it. I have seen in the pages of 
The Stnll'sman and the Natinn two letters of ?\Jr. Edward Thompson 
stating on the authority of Sir Muhammad Iqbal himself that the idea had 
not his approval. In the next year, 1931, it was stated authoritadveJy 
on behalf of the Muslims that a division was not his meaning, but if it was. 
it had not their approval oP acceptance. In 1933 the Cambridge pamphlet 
of Chowdbary Rahmat Ali deprecated the recognition of India as a 
country and objected to the very word ' India • in_ the name of the AU
India Muslim League. The partition of India as between the Muslims and 
the Hindus was his scheme. But the Muslim witnesses before the 
Parliamentary Committee brushed it aside as a student's idea,not even 
seriously considered by any responsible rerson. Sir ~luhammad Zafrulla 
Khan characterised it as " chimerical and unpractical." So that, till we 
came to the Government of India Act, 1935, this idea had no support in 
any responsible Muslim quarter. The argument against so serious and 
disastrous a step had received no consideration in all its bearings at the 
band5 of those who now treat it as a claim from which there is no going 
back. 1 he first clear and decish·e formulation of the claim was in 1940 

·in this \'ery city. Books for and against the scheme have since been 
written by many writers. 

The Hindu Mahasabha meanwhile opposed the Muslim demands, 
insisted oo the indivisibility of India and required the transfer of power 
subject to all reasonable safeguards for minorities. 
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As already stated, the Congress resigned as a protest against the 
Viceroy's declaration of war without previous consultat!on with them and , 
refused co-operation unles.:; the independence of lnd1a was declared 
forthwith and a new constitution was framed by the Indians themselves in 
a constituent assembly elected by the Indians. In 1940, as a provisional 
measure until the constitution was framed, they asked for the formation 
of a National Government at the centre, commanding the confidence of 
a 11 the elected elements in the Central Legislature and securing the 
c:o-operation of the Provinces. The British Government met this by the 
"August Offer ". They repeated their promise of full Dominion Status 
for India and conceded that the Indians were entitled to frame their own 
constitution. Hut while Britian was engaged in a life and death struggle, 
the setting up of a new constitution would not be undertaken. After the 
war, with the least possible delay, they would invite the assembly of 
representative constituent body. In the meantil!le they would assist any 
Indian efforts to reach a friendly agreement. The Congress rejected the 
offer. Mr. Jinnah maintained that nothing shou'td be done without the 
prior assent of the Muslim League. The Indians distrusted the British 
intentions, in which they saw the old policy of divide and rule. Thus the 
contro\'crsy went on for a year. 

The fortunes of war in the east and the fall of Singapore led the 
BrHsh Government to send out Sir Stafford Cripps with an offer, which 
has since ·been known by his name. Sir Stafford came with a draft 
declaration which had the consent of the British Cabinet. That declaration 
was intended to set out in precise -terms the steps which the British 
Government proposed '' shall be taken £or the earliest possible realisation 
of self-government in India." They proposed to create a "new Iridian 
Union which shall constitute a Dominion." An elected body was to be 
set up in India immediately upon the cessation of hostilities to frame a 
new constitution. The Indian £;tates were also to participate in the 
constitution-making body. It contained a clause empowering any Province 
that was not prepared to accepted the new co~stitution to maintain its 
present constitutional position, such non-acceding Provinces to have the 
same statu~ as the Indian Union. Until the constitution can be framed the 
British Government must retain control of defence. 

The offer was rejected by all parties but on different grounds. In 
so far as it furnished the;: means of dividing India and envisaged the creation 
of more than one Union, it was condemned and condemned rightly. The 
Right Hon'ble Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, the Right Hon'ble Jayakar and the 
Right Hon'ble Srinivasa Sastri and many others objected to the non
accession proposals and declared that the creation of more than one 
Union will be disastrous to the lasting interests of the country and its 
integrity and security. The proposals as a whole were not accepted by 
any of the parties in ndia, and Sir Stafford Cripps returned disappointed. 

The \Vorking Committee of the Congress adopted the " Quit 
• India" resolution. The Government met this with arrest and detention of 

Congressmen. The detention of the leaders other than Mahatma Gandhi 
continues, though many of the rank and file have been and are being 
slowly released. 

\ 

\Vhat should we do ? It is my considered opinion that we must 
definitely set our face against the demand of Pakistan. The world trend 
is now to unite countries in a common effort for the good of the world. It 
would ~e the height of folly and un wisdom to think of dividing a country 
now umted. To create separate Sovereign States in India is to weaken 
the whole country. 

I may state broadly the points that require consideration by those 
who ha\·e plumped for Pakistan, it seems to me, without full consideration of 
the many difficulties in the way. 

Division of India, if it comes about, will be the abandonment of all 
our hopes for her greatness as an Asiatic Power who, in junction with 
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~hin~ will b<: ·a ~ulwark of peace in Asia and so of world peace. That in 
Itself ts a senous Joss. .. 

~he geographical features of the country had marked it for a great 
ro!e and tt. has been the dr~at;l no.t only of the ancient Aryans of the very 
sotl on whtch .we meet, ~ut tt mspxred successive rulers of the country to 
try to t:stabhsh suzeramty over all the known kincrdoms of the time and it 
has inspired great rulers like Asoka~ the Guptas anl more recently Akbar to 
attempt to bring all India under one rule. 

Britain's effort in the same direction has at last succeeded largely 
. by reason of the scientific discoveries which have annihilated distances and 
~ade different parts of India neighbours one of another. 

During the last one hundred and fifty years, this country has been 
slowly welded into one State and what was an ancient dream has been 
successfully converted into reali.ty. \Ve now start an idea ot division not 
more than ten years old, without fully examining its political, econ6mic, 
financial and strategical implications. The difficulties which have to be 
overcome are many and too serious to be lightly passed over. The claim 
for separation will prove detrimental not only to the whole country but also 
to the Mu.;Jims themselves. · 

Pakistan is no· solution fQr the problem of minorities. The creation 
of separate Sovereign States does not really get rid of the minority problem 
altogether. There will be a large proportion of non-Muslims in the Muslim 
are~s so separated and comparatively a <;malJ proportion of Muslims in the 
Hindu areas. Definite and satisfactory safeguards for the non-Mu'3lims in 
the Muslim areas are offered. If such an offer is just and fair to minorities of 
over forty per cent in those Provinces, would it be impossible to devise 
safeguards for the protection of the essential cultural features of all groups 
including the ~luslims within a United India? 

What, again, of the expense of defence which each independent 
State will have to maintain? And would the defence organised by the 
separate States be adequate in the event of aggression? '\Vi11 the four States 
in the North-west agree to join and belong to one State? Will the Punjab 
agree to look after their financial needs and requirements? '\Vill the non· 
1\Juslim areas in tht: Punjab desire to remain in an independent Muslim 
State. or cJaim to form a separate State of their own? If separate indepen· 
dent State.;; are formed and they have their own armks, will joint action 
invariably result when emergencies arise? May they not. be turned against 
each oth~r in a fratricidal war? 

The ~luslim League appeals to the principle of self-determination. 
This principle is a much misunderstood one. It is a principle which, in the 
nineteenth century, was appealed to as an integrating force for bringing 
about the creation of single coherent nation-states, such as Germany and 
Iuly, out of a mass of smaller, snarling units. If a group of people are a!
re.tdy included in a State along with other groups, they cannot seek to get 
away from it in the name of self-determination. It is a case of secession • 
from an existing State to whkh that principle does not apply and should 
not be applied. Its recognition in this sphere would lead to sheer anarchy. 
It has been recognised that it is impossible to grant independence to a section 
of the population unless they had a territory capable of sustaining the 
economic and political frame-work of a nation. 

'Yriters have deplored that in the twentieth century, self-determina
tion hl'> become a disintegrating force, which. uncontrolled, will lead to 
,·ery serious consequence;; for the peace of the world and for the welfare 
of the nations. Here is wh:-t.t 'Yalter Lippmann says: 

"Wilson made the mistake of' identifying himself with the principle of self-deter· 
mination. Forgetting Abraham Lincoln, forgetting the greatest c_onstitutional issue 
in the history of the United States, be neyer paused to define _th~ difference betw~en· 
self-determination and the ricrht of secess1on. To m.ake the prmc1ple of self-determma
tion supreme law of intemati~nalli!e is to invite sheer anarchy. For the principle 
has bet'n and can be used to promote the dismembetment of every organised State. 
Xone knew this betttr than Adolph Bitler himself. The principle of self-determina-
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tion waa hi• chief instrument for enlarging the Reich ......... At its worst, it rejects the 
ideal of a State within which diverse peoples find justice and liberty under equal laws 
and become a commonwealth. Self-determination, which has nothing to do with 
self-government but has been confused with it, is barbarous and reactionary. By 
sanctioning secession, it invites majorities to be intransigent and irreconcilable". 

The idea of self-determination which did appeal at one time is now · 
seen as requiring control by the conception of duties. The group owes a 
duty to tho.se others who from part of the State. \Vhat they claim for 
themselves they must concede to others; and self-determination in such a 
case is nothing but anarchy. · 

In order to support their claim to self-determination, the Uuslims 
urge that they are a separa\e nation. That claim cannot be seriously 
maintained. Men of all creeds including Muslims have lived in this country 
for centuries. The Muslims have lived alongside of the Hindus for eight 
hundred years and more. Very largely they are' the descendants of con· 
verts from Hinduism. Separate nationhood is a discovery of recent years. 
That discovery is to attract the phrase of national self-determination in 
support of their claim. Describing others as sub-nations is to deny self
determination to them. That converts change their nationality by conver
sion or that those who profess the religion of the rulers at one time should 
found a claim on that fact has only to be stated to be dismissed. · 

Successive Viceroys have set their face against division. · Lord 
Linlithgow and Lord \Vavell have stressed the dangers which will beset the 
<:ountry from a division of India. Even Mr. Emery, after saying that not
withstanding differences in religions and culture, there is an underlying 
unity, both geographical and racial in India, remarks that-

"There is the political unity which she has enjoyed from time to time in hel' 
history, and which we have confirmed in far stronger fashion than any of our predec«!11., 
sors in a unity of administration, of law, of economic development and of communi·. 
cations. 1 would say indeed that if some sort of Indian unity had not existed it would 
have to be invented." · .. 

Even among Muslims there is a large and influential section against 
the division of India. 

Modern problems have only stressed further this nee·d for unity: 
These problems lie mainly in the economic field and here the .differences, 
if any, are not between men professing different religions, but between the 
rich and the poor, the landlord and the ryot, the capitalist and the labourer..,. 
the producer and the consumer. In any future political organisation, it is 
along these lines that parties are likely to be sharply divided. The econo
mic prosperity and welfare of the people of India can be promoted effective
ly only by pooling their resources together. This has been proved abun-
dantly in the course of this war when it was found essential for the Central 
Government to take charge of the whole of India's food problem. Even 
the Indian States who tended to stress their Treaty Rights have now begun 
to realise that Treaty Rights must give way to that grim necessity of prO' 
viding food to their starving subjects. · 

· These considerations are not by any means exhaustive of all that 
may be urged against a scheme of division of India, which has been named 
Pakistan problem for its value as a slogan. \Vriters who are not in favour 
()f a division of India say that the slogan has achieved its purpose, and it 
is time that Mr. Jinnah turned to real politics. Slogans are like ancient 
cur5es, not always recallable. 'Vhen they are sent out on their mission 
they acquire a momentum of their own and do their worst and not alway~ 
stop with the achievement of the work intended. Whether Mr. jinnah who 
has s? fa: made the concession of Pakistan a condition of any discussion, 
<:onsutuuonal or other, can now bring himself to put aside Pakistan aod 

· discu.ss the terms of a federal constitution is more than any one can say. 
It mtght be a vain hope. Still, I see no harm in saying that Mr. Jinnah 
who has demonstrated his power to hold up must now demonstrate his 
.Power to solve the Indian problem. Il it is in the power of any one to 
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persuade him; it must be in the power of his colleagues and fellow-reJiaionists~ 
The problem of Indian unity was posed first in this Province and it m~st here· 
receive its final solution. · 

So far I have not touched on what the Government should do at' 
this juncture. The Government must declare immediately that India shall ~ 
have the status of a Dominion at the end of the war. Her million:; have 
fought in the battlefield for the cause of the United Nations. Cripps' offer 
contained that declaration, and the answers of Sir Stafford to the questions 
put to him made clear that the status of India sha11 be the same as that 
of the other Dominions, and that India shall have the same right either 
to remain within the. Commonwealth or to go out of it. That de<;Iaration 
must be made forthwith and implemented so far as may be, by the British · 
Government. \Vhile they are devising measures for the reconstruction 
of Italy, Poland and Greece, they can have no legitimate excuse for 
postponing,the freedom of India. The intricacy of the problems in the 
countries mentioned above did not bar them from taking steps even when
the war was on. And the Indian prob1em presents no features more 
difficult to resolve than the problems that they are solving no~v elsewhere. 

I should say that the Governor-General should have released the 
political prisoners and -and the Congress detenus long ago. During times 
of war, the GoYernment may have to be clothed with extraordinary powers 
in the interests of public security. I will concede that in the. 
interest of public ·security, the liberty of the individual may have to be 
curtailed. But that very concession me.ans that it is only so long as the 
public security demands detention, it can be justified. As soon as it 
i3 reasonably clear that public security no longer demands their detention,. 
the de tenus ought to be released. Neither the public peace .nor the· safety 
of the State any longer requires the detention of these persons, and the 
continuance of their detention is wholly unjustified. They should be 
immediately released Even for a solution of the present deadlock, mutual 

_ consultations between .. the members of the \Vorking Committee of the 
Congress are necessary and their continuance in goal and the refusal of 
the Government to allow mutual consultations between them only added t<Y 
the difficulties in the way of finding a solution. . 

If the· Muslims. the Congress and the· Hindu · ~lahasabha and the 
other parties in the· country are unable to agree upon any satisfactory 
solution, the recommendations of the Sapru Committee will, I hope, furnish' 
the basis for a constitution of a United India. ·As already stated, Sir Tej' 
Bahadur Sapru has strongly urged that the integrity of Tndia shou1d not be 
broken. Subject to that one · condition, ample safeguards ·might be· 
provideu for protecting the culture, religion and language of the Muslims. 
The Government in power cannot divest themselves legitimately · of 
their responsibility of finding a peaceful solution. Sir ~fuhamrned Zafrulla 
Khan made a valuable suggestion when he said that if within one year 
after the war the political parties in India do not arrive at an agreed' 
solution, the British Government must devise a machinery for resolving the· 
present deadlock themselves. In the recent Dumbarton Oaks Conference, 
a formula was evolved for the solution of international c(mflicts by. 
negotiation, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement or other 
peaceful means, to be chosen by the parties to the conflict. Famng that,. 
the contlict \\ill be referred to the Security Council. Though this formula 
deals only with international conflicts~' its prin~iples may be _ appli~d for 
resohing the Indian deadlock. 

The Native States are intimately bound up with British 'India. The· 
peoples of· British India and the Indian States are linked tr'g·ether in a 
number: of ways. The economic position of the States is bot;nd up with' 
that of British India. .. The interdependence was brought to the fore when· 
famine .in Travancore and Cochin had to· be averted by ·the distribution 
of .food from British India. In ·the Round Table Conference the States 
agTeed · ta come into the federation.· Subsequently their enthusiasm· coole& 
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down. In the new co:1stitution they must be brought in and made part. 
of the federation. ·r 

The time bas come now when the States should baye represen~ 
ta.tive governments, and the peoples of the States should. be given their 
clue share in a popular government. In the Federal Legislature, no~,· 
only the rulers of the States but also the subjects of the States should be. 
repres~nted. r 

It bas been acknowledged on all hands that the· economic poc;itioQ 
of India requires considerable improvement. The general poverty of the, 
masses and the low standard of their 1ife are wen·known. The war' has: 
enabled us to see . in-how many directions the improvement of the country 
requires to be made. \Ve have known of the great' strides which Englapd. 
has made in several spheres of life. The industrialisation of the country: 
i3 a matter of primary importance. The improvement of its agricultur~. 
demands no less attention. There have been many plans drawn up or 
in the process of being drawn up. l will not attempt to assess their ex~ct' 
value. The plan-; involve expenditure in astronomical figures; how they' 
can be worked out is a matter for the exp~rts to consider. But all agree~ 
that without a national government it will be impossible to put into ~e.ct·· 
any large-scale plan of economic policy. Here again the. conclusion i~~ 
forced on us that for the industrialie;ation of India, for th~ relief· of poverty,.~ 
disease and unemployment amon~ the masses and for many other large
scale programmes like. sanitation, transport, etc., it is necessary that: 
there should be a united India pooling her intelligence and her resources 
In one concerted attempt to raise the standard of life of her people. 

I 

In the. economic sphere, the picture is gloomy: .The war bas· 
involved the masses in untold suffering and left ~hem without the elemen
tary needs of life. The tragedy of the Bengal famine is only an extreme 
manifestation of the general distress prevailing in the country. Food·~ 
consumption in Britain and in U.S.A. stood at a high level, Britain main-··. 
taining her essential standard and U.S.A. even improving upon it. Though ' 
free from the direct ravages of war, India did not·maintain· the production~ 
of essential goods and the result was food famine, cloth famine, and famine: 
of every kind. India will be a striking contrast to Australia and Canada,: 
if we compare their economtc development. The rate of development of: 
other than war industries is pitifulJy small in India, and estimated at ten to 
fifteen per cent.. . . . ., 

Trade and industry have suffered tinder controls not 'properly' 
framed nor efficiently (ldministered, and black markets have flourished.' 
Prices have been fixed in ignorance of basic facts and without adequate: 
appreciation of local costs of production. Goods required for domestic I 
consumption were allowed to be .exported. Imports of raw material, plant· 
and machinery were not facilitated. Inadequate facilities were given for' 
the development of essential ind~stries: . · · · · . . . 

The preparation for reconversion to peace ec.onomy and recon•· 
struction is disappointing. Sir Ar.deshir Dalal,- the member tor· Planning,
ls just taking it on hand. The Government have promised large-scale. 
industrialisation after the war and have constituted industrial panels and 
are making arrangements- for technical training etc. But the immediate 
needs of reconversion of Indian economy ha\·e not been adequately met. 
The tax burden on industry has been crushing and the·cost of rehabili--: 
tating industrial plant and machinery will be heavy, but tax allowances 
for the purpose are· meagre. In Britain and U.S.A. productive capacity 
1~ even now turned 0\·er to peace production, so that their industries may 
be ready to capture the · export markets of the world. But in India the 
output of domestic . industry is appropria~ed for war purposes, while 
imports are allowed to meet the civilian needs. This· will have . most 
injurious effects on domestic industries. 'Vhile the foreign manufacturer 
is enabled, even while the war is' on, to establish vahiable contacts in the 
lndian markets, the domestic ma.nufacturer, in the name of war efiori, iS 
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made to lose contact with the consumers in his own country. In the 
result, he will, after lhe war, have to face the establi:Shed competition of 
tQreigu producers. 

. On another aspect of reconversion ·also, present policy needs 
change. The productive effort of the country ha<i to be stepped up consider• 
ably even now, if the arrears of the last five years have to be made up; but 

, the Govern·ment postpone every scheme of development to the post-war 
period. They do not realise that immediate addition to the capital equip· 
ment of the country will help the war effort against Japan, besides serving 
India's own peace needs. 

The post-war plans of India are so dependent on our sterling 
balances and yet this question bas not been seriously taken up for negotia· 
tion. At the end of March, 1945, the sterling balances with the :Reserve 
Bank of India are expected to be of the order of over one thousand millions 
sterling. Britain may ultimately repay her debts to India, but th~t will 
not serve our needs. Our external finance will be sorely needed immedi· 
ately after the war for buying capital goods, but it is to be feared that, 
just then Britain will not be able to pay. \Ve have been told that the 
balances will not be available within five to ten years after the war. This 
is not a positivn that India can accept. Arrangement must be made 
for India's planning- needs. Jf Britain is not able to supply herself, she must. 
allow India to convert her credits into other currencies. The policy 
behind the Bretton '\Voods scheme excluding India's sterling assets from, 

• multilateral currency circuit is wrong. Britain should set apart some 
portion of the dollar credit she is getting from the U. S. A. for India's 
immediate use. 

. The war has almost come to an end and India's reconversion and 
reconstruction requirements' demand that all her current dollar earnings' 
are reserved for immediate purchase of plant and Machinery from U.S. A •. 
Comparatively small amounts are provided out of the so-called Dollar 
Fund for the years 194~-45 and 1945-46. The time has now come for 
India withdrawing from the Dollar pool as the dollar position of the, 
·~mpire has considerably eased according to Government's own admission, 
and there should be no objection to this. . ·. .. .. . ' . . 

' . Another · important' aspect of post-war planning relates to the' 
commercial safeguards in the Government of India Act. In the last twent)" · 
years there bas been an alarming influx of foreign companies into Jndia, 
competing with and killing India's enterprises. Under the provisions 
referred to. any British concern can operate in India unhindered and cnn 
enjoy all fiscal and other privileges. I considered these clauses in my 
last address and the Right Honourable Srinivasa Sastri characterised these. 
clauses as blackmail. One section of the Act provides for a convention •. 
In any future constitution,· there will be no protection for British 
interests in India. It will be left for negotiations with the future 
Govertl.ment of India. That was made clear by Sir Stafford Cripps 
and Mr. Amery among others. It Js gratifying that the Government: 
of India have taken it up and a convention will be arrived at whereby 
Jndian interests \\'ill be safeguarded in industrial planning, without leaving 
it over until the final constitutional settlement has been reached. 1t 
may. be · hoped that Britain will recognise India's economic aspirations. 
and stand by her pledges. The Government of India have behind 
them. the unanimous opinion of the people and must take a firm 
nne.· The sincerity of Britain's promise to beJp India's economic develop·· 
tnents and her willingness to part with power would be tested by her 
action in' this matter. Her .assent to the abrogation of these unfair 
provisions of the Government of India Act will be one step in assuring this 
country that she is willing to part with political power. 
i. . . 

. _ · :··The: plight .of 'Indians in the Colonies, and e~pecially in South 
Afljca, .deserves our. active sympathy ·and help. lhetr ancestors were 
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speclally taken. to develop the colony. They settled- there and most 
Indians of this g-eneration were born in that country, and to them India 
is a strange land. They have not -J:lecome a part of South· Africa with 
rights of citizenship. \Vhen they become entitled to rights of citizenship 
like any South African, our interest in their political welfare may cease. 
Till then it must remain part of our national concern_. There must be an -
empire citizenship. It is a tragic irony that while the U. S .. A. is willing 
to admit Indians on a qu!Jta system. and give them rights of citizenship, · · 
South Africa should deny that right to the Indians settled there. The 
Government of India should take such steps. as might be necessary to 
protect them, and the British Government should see to it that this 
grave injustice is remedied and further embitterme~t averted~ ' -

Recruitment in the services just now has an alarming aspect and 
needs our close attention. It is regrettable that the process of Indianisa• 
tion in the services has 'not been accelerated.. The recruitment in the 
officers' cadre in the aryny is still disappointing. The Foreign and 
Political Departments are still largely kept a close. prese.rve. of the 
British. A large number of Europeans whq have been recruited in the .· 
key services during the last six years lead . Indians . to 
suspect that a foundation is being laid for decades of domJnation. No 
change in the composition of the services till a new constitution is ag:reed 
to is spurious A-nd untenable as an explanation. Hear the statement _of 
Mr. Moon who had recently to resign from the Indian Civil Service iu 
the Province : 

.. 
., Whether India . eleets to remain a willinl partner In the British Common• 
· wealth or whether she turn• away in an1er, there will be little room left for 

Englishmen as administraton or u political advisen. Technical and Scien• 
tific experts, specialists of all kinds, will be needed In plenty. . But it i1 
improbable that India will desire or require any more non-specialist officer• 
such as are found in the Indian Civil Service and Indian Police. Even those 
who are already there, if \hey are without faith in Of aft'ectioq for the 
people of lndia,-and there are many such,-would,be best remond. -For 
they will do no good to Eneland or to India." · · 

. ' 
A final word before I close. The . international world . acts on the ' 

maxim, "each for himself and the devil take~· the, hind-most!' Adven
turous European nations unfavourt!d of Nature set out in .quest of fortune 
and founded empires. Imperialism is no longe.r: cQnsistent_ with democracy. 
It has been proclaimed time and again that· the war aim of the Allies is 
to make the world safe for democracy. lt may be that the need for 
change of Imperial notions is being recognised by the leading thinkers 
of the world. But habits formed die- hard. France and Holland are 
still thinking of gaining lost ground in Asia and resuming their sway. 
Britain will regain Burma, but will not make. any promise of self-govern
ment. The excuse of internal differences too deep for self-rule is not 
available in the case of Burma. It is not :that. the world cannot settle 
down, each on its own 1-Norway~ Sweden_ Denmar~ and Switzerland 
show the way for honest and efficient. Jives. As Mr;Sumner Welles 
putsit: ~ . · ~ 

I 

••I believe that these new forces. of Nationalism • can auecesafully be eanallsed 
into peaceful and constructive channels, only ifthe powers of the world in a 
future intern&tional organisation are willing to adopt the basic principle 
that no nation possesses the inherent and unlimited_right to dominate alien · 
peoples." 

There will be no peace so long ai imperialism lasts, 

. · As for Britain's attitude to the future of India, words promise, but 
action denies. "' ords uttered in adversity are forgotten on the turn of 
the wheel of fortune. Conduct seems to reinforce the assertion 'what we 
ha.'·e, ~·e holJ1

• BtJt some leaders of thought in England have deplored 
th1s. att1fude and have urged the need for giving independence to India. 
An mJependent lndia will be an asset even. in the. present war '3-gainst 
Japan. 
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·Everything plainly indicates the need ~or unity and united effort of 
aU panies in India. · None but the wilfully blind can fail to see it. There 
is an ancient exbortation in the most ancient book of this, or any land, 
belonging to the very soil on which- we stand to--day, by one of those 

. ancient seers ·who were prophets, priests, patriots and politicians, all in 
.... one. It must be unfamiliar to most in its own vastly changed birth-place. 

But J venture to intone it, fully conscious of the temerity of what I do. 
I. pray you to be patient. while I do it, and I will redeem the rashness by 
translating it to you in the strange, but now more familiar language in 

· . ,..-hich I address you.'' 
.. San cacehadhnm sam ndadhnm 

Sam TO manamsi janatam 
· Deva bbagam yatha purve 

' Sanjanana upaute 
Samanam m~ntrah samitih samani 
Samanam manah •aha cittam eaham 
Samanam mantram abhi mantraye nb 
Samanena vo havisha juhomi 
Samani Tah akutih 
Samana hldayani vah 
Samaoam astu vo manah 

~ Yatha vah susahasati ... 

These are_ the last there verses of the Rig Veda. 
Here is.the. translation by F. H. Wilson: · · 

... Meet together, talk together, 
)lay your hea~t• apprehend alike. 
EYen al the ancient gods 

· · Concurring aceepted their portion (of the 1aeri6ee}. _.. 
. Common be the prayer of these, common be their acquirement, 

Common be their purpoSe, associated be their thought•. 
I repeat. for you a common prayer, 

~ I oft'er-for you a common• oblation. . 
Common be your intention. 
Common be the wishes o~ your hearta • 

. Common be your thoughts. , 
So that there may be complete union among you." 

, 

This deserves to be the common prayer of the land and deserves to 
be translated into all its languages. Its fervour and its lifting rhythm and · 
music can be reproduced by an Iqbal for the Muslims in their admirable 
language so expressive of majesty and power''. . . . 

[Pro~~•dinga ojthe s.ssion] 
. Chairman :-Ladies and gentlemen I move the first resolution on 

the agenda which is as follows:- . · · 
.. The National Liberal Federation of India has learnt with deep sorrow the sad 

. newa of the death of Dewan Bahadur Raja Narendra Nath who was an outstanding 
penonality io the 'public life of the Punjab for over a generation and generous friend 
and supporter. of the Liberal cause. In 'him India has lost a public man of rare gift 
'and charm who had rendered valuable services to the country. 

The Federation also placed on record its great sense of loss at the sad deaths of 
Dr. Rajeshwar BaiJ. R. B. Bhagwati Saran Singh and Dr. S. P. Sanyal· who were aU 
prominent memben of the Federation and its Council ~nd rendered valuable service. 
to the Liberal Party and to the country. ... 

The Federation conveys its heartfelt sympathies and condolencea to the families 
of the deeeased in. their sad bereavemenL 

Tht resol11tion WtJS tmanimously carried 

Chairman:-The next resolution which I am putting from the 
Chair is:-

"Th.e National Liberal Federation of India expresses its great satisfaction at the 
_success of the Allied a:rm.s on aU the fronts and at the splendid contribution made ·to 
lt br the In~ forces bJ their acknowledzed valour and heroism in the varioua 
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theatres of war and hopes that oomplete victory willaoon crown their aft'orta. •• 
The resolution was wzani1iwusly carried, 

Uaulana Syed Habib :-~lr. President and comrades. The resolu• 
tion that I am requireJ to move reads thus :-

"The Federation delores the continuance of the political deadlock in India 'and 
regrets that the Government of India have not yet released all the members of the 
Congress Working Committee and the other Congress leaders so as to enable them-to 
make their contribution to the satisfactory solution of the Indian problem." 

Friends, when after a number of years-whatever the limit-India has 
ceased to be a part of the British Empire and the subjugation is ended 
and the historian writes that a handful of people from six: thousand miles 
came and- governed forty crores of people, be will be dubb~a as a fiction 
writer instead of a history writer. Great as has been the achievements 
of the British in governing us physically their greatest glory and our great7 
est shame lies in the facrthat we have not been able to evolve to this day 
a lingua-franca of our own. In interprovjncial gatherings we think, Write 
and speak in English. You will excuse me, friends' if I elect to address you 
in Hindustani Ufaulana Syed Habib tlte11 spoke in Hindustani) \Vhen the 
War started, Great Britain, which is . in possession _of India, 
announced on behalf of India, for its own sake, that India 
was in the War. I can' say from the platform of this Federation that 
nobody in India wanted to side ·with the two powers, namely, Germany 
and Japan. It was, therefore, the right of India when there were legista.;, 
tures functioning, to declare war on befalf of India after· this matter was 
considered in all the provincial legislatures and in the Central Legislative 
Assembly. If that course were adopted, · there would. have been great, 
moral, economic and physical effort and there would have been whole
hearted support of India for the prosecution of the war. · The responsibili- .. 
ty for the ravages caused by this- war are due to Great Britain which has 
not given any chance to India for a complete war effort. If Great Britailt 
had allowed the Congress to fight, then the result would have been quite 
different. For this reason the Congress, as a matter of protest, asked 
its ministries in various provinces to resign and rule under_ Section 93 of 
the Government of India Act 1935 started in the provinces. From that 
time till the present moment the government are ruling by means-of 
ordinances and controls. Not only India but the whole world has cried 
out, even those powers who are allies of Great Britain, such as America, 
and asked the Britishers to finish with such a~ rule. It is a fact that after . 
great sacrifices it is now being· realised that victory wo11td have been 
easier if India had been allowed the chance to join of its own accord and 
had been allowed to pull its full weight in the· prosecution of the war. 
By means of this resolution it is sought that this political- deadlock should 
end once for all. The British authoritities say that ·this would . happen 
only when the Congress says that they take back their resolution 
of August 19~2. The question is, who should ·take back that reso- · 
lution ? We, you or the Congress people outside should take it ? No. 
The only body which can do so is the Working Committee of the lndi(ln 
National Congress. It is rather strange to expect withdrawal of the 
resolution from the members of the Congress \Vorking Committee while 
they are in jail, while they are not allowed to meet any'Jody. Today the 
name of India is connected with Mahatma Gandhi. Mahatma Gandhi has 
allowed the Congress to form its own ministry in the North \Vest Frontier 
Province. He has declared that he does not want Civil Disobedience arid 
he has more than once, by his actions and by his words, made it perfectly 
~lear that he does not want any trouble to start in India. If those in power 
~n N~w Delhi are honest, they should realise that the Congress policy 
1s bemg fra'lled on the lines on which they-the authorities-want it and 
therefore, those in power should move a step forward and release the 
leaders. To say to the Congress that their sympathies were with the 
enemy countries is such a dirty thing that it should not be uttered by any 
self~res~ecting person. The Congress does not want the possession of 
lnd1a e1ther by Great Britain or anybody else. If I am against Pakistan· 
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lt ts be~ause .I want that t~ere should be. the rule ot lnlfl03 In India. 'lf 
Afghamstan and Iran attam power and direct their attention towanls India 
then it should be realised that there are more Muslims here who would 
oppose them. (Cluers) Under these circumstances to say that we were 
prepared to welcome Japan is nothing but scandalous. japan has learnt 

_ the J~s~on \hat in the name of 'so-called fre.edom• the world cannot be made ~ 
a S!a.ve. E~tensive propaganda is being carried on in the Punjab that the 
polittcal pnsoners are 10 great comfort here. \Vhen I was in the Lahore 

· Ce~traJ Jail-I have experience· of ten· years• jail life, last time I was there 
, for three years and I hope that I will be there again (Hear, lzear)-1 met 
·there a professor who was very much tired and run down due to heat. 
I had my f.?WD fan which I switched on and I askei:l my convict cook to 
bring tea and toast for him. \Vhen he had it he said to me, "I thought 
there is great trouble in jail but 1- find that there is great comfort over 
here!• I said, "Professor Sahib, why don't you also come over here 1'' 
(Laughter) If Pandit jawahar Lal Nehru is in jail and if he is given good 
things, then is it the price of Pandit Jawahar Lat Nehru's life in jail? The 
comforts provided in jails to the European. class thieves, dacoits and other 
bad characters are more costly than those provided to political prisoners. 
\Vhen in' jail I was paid Rs. 1-4-0 per diem while the fuel alone would cost 
me ten annas, Our precious ones are in prisons and 1 press that they 
should be released forthwith.· With these few words I place the resolution 
before you for being passed· 

Mr. P. K. Rao :~Friends, I wish I could follow my predecessor 
both in tb~ matter of language and eloquence. I confess, however, that 
I would not be able to do either of them and I. therefore, speak in English 
in support of the resolution which he has moved. In the first place, I am· 
glad that our Presi~ent has given priority to this resolution. It seemsish 
me that without . this. resolution .the second one regarding the political 
situattion would not be very relevant. The release of the politicalpri!So to, 
is essential to any political solution in this country. You will notice tbaical 
resolution is drafted in very moderate terms. We are moderates andners 
always use very moderate language but we weigh our words. It is the 
with regard to our patriotism that we are not moderates and we art we 

, good as extremists, as anybody else, but our language is deliberately 
moderately worded. It does not convey to the full the feelings which we have 
on the subject. I do not think we can too strongly condemn the continued 
detention of the political priso:Qers in jails. Among the Liberals, opinion 
was un_animou:i at the time the Congress resolution was passed that the 
Congress was not prudent in passing the August 1942 resol~tion but. even 
then there were people, and 1 count myself among them, who doubted 
the wis~om of Government in arresting these people wholesale and 
incarcerating them. It was extremely unwbe. of the Government to have · 
done· so~ · I believe there bad not been sufficient justification for them to 
do so. It seems that their continued detention now is wholly unjustifiable. 
Even if there was · apprehension at the time that the war-effort might be 
disturbed by these people;· now, after so many years, when the ·war 
situation h C'\1 s eased, for anybody to pretend that the.release of all these 
Congress leadtrs is going to disturb the. peace of the country and will 

- .hamper the . war-effort is nothing but moonshine. It seems to me that the 
real purpose of continued detention of these people is not so much to keep 
peace and security of the country as to humiliate these people; Because 
of that we resent the action of the Government. motivated, as it is by tuse 
idea of humilbting the Congress men and breaking their morale and spirht. 
That is something which we shall not sympathise with. \Ve will not likie 
it done by anybody to anybody in the world. Later on we will come 
to another resolution in lvhich we say that even the vanquished in the war 
should not be. so treated. Humiliation and vengeance will only provoke 

__ greater bitterness. \Ve in this country feel bitterly indeed at the wa.Y 
the Government had been trei.lting these persons. I can say that thetr 

. incau:eration and their treatment in jails makes the blood e.ven of Liberals 
, tG:bo~. · TJ;tere is no jastitication whatever except. ai I sa~d. vengeance 
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and the desire to crush the public-spirited persons of this country. To·· 
that we cannot be a party, and today we believe that, even if there were 
any justification for imprisoning them· in 1942, that justification does not 
exist any longer, and they ought to be released immediately. Not only justice 
demands it but the future progress of India depends upon it. The 
Congress·men shoU:ld be there in order to help us to solve the difficulties · 
that we are faced with and their representatives should be present at the 
Peace Conference and they should take a hand in the post·war develop
ment of this country. For all these purposes we believe that the Congress 
people should be released at once so that they may be able to take their 
part in the pub~ic life of the COl;!ntrv_T l Cb.Atrs). 

1
_. ~ ... ~. . , ,~ . ~;.-.. --.---.., -..' 

~ .,. ·"",-'1'\f• $UtJ...~Q_.., .. \J.. ...... ~ •"'""''·:·· \,.4,1 .. ~• .,1- ~t: • ..;.): ...,..J• 
..,... • • " • ....,...J, • ,.. • r.. -

- ' ~ cnainnan : Ladies and gentlemen; the next resolution with regard 
to political situation, will be m'>ved by Mr. B.L. Rallia Ram. ' 

Mr. B.L~ Rallia Ram : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, the 
resolution which hac; been entrusted to me is an- important one. 
It deals with the political situation and is in three parts. It is as 
follows:- · 

"(a) While adhering to its opposition to any division of India. 
into Hindustan and Pakistan, the Federation is of opinion 
that without prejudice to the different view points on 
controversial issues relating to the ultimate form of the 
future Indian Constitution, the Congress, the Muslim League, 
the Hindu Maha Sabha and other important political parties 
and interests should, during the period of the war, unite 
and cooperate with a view to the fonnation of national 
government both at the centre and the provinces and urges 
on the British Government the necessity of fanning such a 
government at the centre and treating it on the s.ame footing . 
as a Dominion Government. The Federation is convinced 
that the formation of such government would help to clear 
away misunderstandings and promote mutual confidence 
and lead to the solution of many urgent and , important 
domestic problems pertaining to national economy of the 
country.· 

. ~ 

(b) The Federation deprecates the policy of the British Govern· 
ment ·in assuming the role of passive spectators and.presses 
upon it the obligation actively to participate. in the solution 

, of the present political deadlock. and in taking constructive 
steps to promote the establishment of National Govertlment 
both at the cefltre and in the provinces composed of 

' important political parties and interests, 
' . . 

(c) The FederatiQ.n urges the British Government to announce 
without delay that they would be prepared to implement 
their promises to India on the basis of an agrl!ement 
between the various· political parties and interests or 
in the absence of such agreement if necessary by themo:;elves 
enacting f\ Dominion constitution for India'within one year of 
the cessation of hostilities.'' 

As I have already pointed out, this resolution deals with . 
several important issues. All these issues, however, are identical 
and form links in one and the same chain. It has therefore been 
considered desirable that all. these is·mes should be dealt with by one 
reso,ution, so thlt we may have a complete picture. The principle under• 
lying thii resolution I may venture to sly, is the blsh of agreement between 
all the Indilns. There i; no difference of opinion any,vhere-perhap; 
b1rring a fe\V excep:ion:; which prove . the rule -th:tt the time has now 



'co:ne wheri· any further postponement of Indian self-government is going 
·to be greatly prejudicial to the future development of this country and 
that every hour that is pas'5ed under the pre,;ent constitution is detrimental 
to the best (nterests of this n1tion. On that we are fundamentally agreed, 
whether we are Congressmen, or the members of the National Federation, 

• or of the Hindu ~I aha Sabha or of the Muslim League. In fact all the parties 
are united in their demand that • the Indian Self-Governmer\t is no longer 

"postponed in the interest of India. If we do not get full self-,overnment 
within a short time and peace were concluded and at the peace table 
India is represented by pseudo representatives, you know what will happen. 
Therefore, it is most important that at the peace conference India should 

. be -represented by its own accredited leaders and that they should find 
'an honoura~le place in any and :every intern.ltionat conference. If this 
does not happen, then the injury done to the interests of this country will · 
be very grave indeed. Therefore, we must make every effort to see that 

. our demand is conceded as early as possible. · 

·The first part of 'the resolution relates to the formation of a 
National Government, which is immediately wanted. '\Ve can understand 
some people saying that we cannot forge a new constitution at the present 

· time and that we should wait for 2 or 3 years till the war is over and till 
the machinery is settled by which a new constitution can be built. But the 
circumstances are· such that we cannot. wait even for a day for the 
formatirm of a National Government because the sooner we come into 
power, the better for our nation. The Government has told us that as 
soon as an agreement is reached between the various parties, they would 

· be prepared to concede to this demand. 'Efforts have been made to come 
· to agreement but they have not succeeded 1 need not go into the history 
· as to why those efforts have not come to fruition But it is incumbent 
upon the nation to reconsider its position and make new efforts till success 

· in achieved. 

· But we go further ; in the second part of the re;olution we say 
· that the Government cannot take advantage of the ,position of this kind 
and say, we have no responsibility. \Vhat the British Government has 
so far done is simply this :· it has said, 'agree between yourselves, and if 
you do not agree, then remain where you are.' '\Yell, that may be to a 
certain extent a . logical position, but at the same time can a Government, 
which considers itself responsible fot the wt:lfare of India, say, "we have 
no.responsibility." They do· not hesitate to solve such problems when 
it suits the government. In the past, when the parties did n )t agree even in 
England, what did the Government do ? Did they say to Ireland 
that unless agreement is arrived at between the parties there, she would 
not get Dominion Status ? Government did not evade its responsibility, 
but it said that it would solve the problem for them. I fully realise that 
the Go\·emment is not in a position to make final solution for India, and 
if a solution is made by the Government, it may not be acceptable to 
this country and also it may not be. in the best interests of the country. 
But the point is that government cannot simply say "we have no responsi
bility!' I submit that Goverument bas a responsibility and it is the duty 
of the Government to find out the mind of the .country.. To·day, they 
have the resources for doing so, they should go to the right people. But 
if they,purposety go to the wrong peopfe. then naturally they will never 
be able to find out what India wants. They know who the tight people 
are, the people with great influence. So. there is no reason why they 
shoulJ not be able to find out a solution of this problem .. We, therefore. in 

. this resolution, in the fir:it place, appeal to the various political parties to 
make a sinco!re effort to come to some agreement. Thi::; Federation has 
always been against the solution which has been otfer.;:d by war of Pakis· 
tan. . But in this particular resolution there is a loophole, that 1s, we have 
said. in the seconu place, that we are not anticipating as what ''ill happen 
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in the future. \Vhen the time comes all p:1rties should unite and cooperate 
on an honourable basis so that a National Government may come mto exis· 
tence It is further hoped and believed that by this very process, they 
will come to understand each other and they will, perhaps, have a deeper 
understanding of the minds of each other and thus this step may . pave the 
way for India to have a rightful place in the economic ancJ, political world 
which will come into being after the war. · 

In the third place we are asking that Government.should make 
a declaration. Of course, the Government will say, ''\Ve have made 
several declarations and have said that· as ·soon as an agreement .is 
reached, you shall have what you want." They knpw_ that so long as the 
actual time does not come, the people will continue to fight for 
power., Once the Indians know that within a measureable time, ·the 
Indian self-Government will be a reality, then the solution will be much 
easier because the people will recognise that the I espoasibility is. now to 
be thrown upon them. As a matter of fact, at the present time, if you. go , 
any~here you will find that generally people do·not believe that lhe self· 
Government is going to be conceded. That is after all h9-~an. ~ ·Self· . 
Government i~ very seldom conceded. it is always to be won. 

I hope that this resolution wilt receive your full consent. . There 
may be one thing to which you may not agree and it is about the use of 
the word . 'dominion.'' It means, . a unit which has full-s.elf-governing 
right of remaining in or remaining. out of. the British Empire. 
If it is possible to remain in, . then \ we should · remain 
there as an honourable partner, as an equal pat tner and aS a partner who 
is in nb way inferior to any other partner, me must have equal rights of 
contribution toward:i the ·world security, and have equal rights and place in ' 
th~ eco:1o nic world. Ther~ are alwavs advantages in remaining as an equal 
ptrtner within the Britis~ Empire. The Liberals have always been realists 
a1d they rather like to tJ.ke tho:;e .steps which are possib[e to take and then 
think of pure ideals, which, have no chance of being realised.· 

This is the advice which our President also gave us .. I say that 
our slogan should be that we will gladly receive . what is offered . but 
we cannot be satisfied with it.· We should say you are giving us this, we 
wi,J take it but we want more. You are giving us one pice out of a rupee 
we will have one pice but we propose to claim the balance as well." · This 
resolution therefore is realistic in that sense. \Ve think that at the present 
time dominion status is not only a possibility but ar\ absolute pecessity. 
\Ve shall take it. If we find that it does not give us what we expect,. 
we will struggle for complete independance. With these words I. commend 
this resolution for your acceptance. · . 

PRINCIPAL C. L. ANAND: Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen: 
I have great pleasure in supporting the resolution which has just been 
moved by my friend l\lr Rallia Ram. The wording of this resolution js 
that India should have national government during the war and dominion 
status within one year of the termination of hostilities, with the agreement 
of political parties, if practicable, and without the agreement if agreement 
is not possible Sir, it' was in 1917 that His Magesty's Government gave 
a pledge to this country for the establishment of a responsible system 
of government. Twenty•eight years have passed and India is still a de
pend.~ncy. \Ve are often told that political parties all over the world have 
th~i~ slog::ms and h.tve their stunts ; but it is hardly a fair position for the 
Bnush Government, whQ are the trustee~ of the interests of hundreds 
of_ million, of people of this country, to resort to any slogan. Whenever 
tht-i country has asked for the reforms and proaress in the course of war
on lines of :htional Govern:nent we have been a;ked to produce an agree-
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inent. A 'condition precedent of that kind, however. has no support in the 
history of Indian constitutional reforms The 'declaration giving a pledge 
to India of responsible government was made in 1917 and no such con
dition precedent of an. agreed constitution was inserted in that. 'Vhen the 
Constitutiont Act of 1919 was passed, and its Prea:rllble defined the accepted 
policy of reforms in relation to constitutional progress in this country, no 
such condition of an agreed constitution was inserted in the Preamble. 
When the Constitution Act of 193) was passed nothing of the kind was 
inserted in that great measure. The British Parliament has had occasions 
to pass Acts of constitutional relorms on numerous occasions in relation to 
this country, but 'there was not a single occasion when the reforms were 
made on the basis of the consent of the people of· this country or on the 

·basis of any agreed plan presented by tht: political·parties of this country. 
This position that India should give an 'agreed constitution is unprecedented 
in the history of Indian constitutional reforms, and it merely means that 

·the government are playing the obstructive role which is not a right position 
for the British Parliament to adopt after all these pledges were given to 
India in these declarations and the statute. Sir,·before 19.17 this position · 
could have. been taken up that the Indian parties should come up with an 
agreed solution in order to effect reforms in this cou~try. This position 
cannot be taken up after the year 1917 because in 1917 the British Parlia
ment accepted a definite policy in relation to this country, that policy 
being the establishment of responsible government in India as, an 
integral part of the British Empire. Having accepted that policy 

·and having stated later .on that this responsible government means 
1
• dominion status, and having repeated these pledges on so many occasions 
: it is out of place to-day to say "come up with an agreed solution.'' , The 
~ policy is already defined. India is· to have responsible government and 
dominion status, and having defined that policy now they should confer 
responsible government and dominion status on lndja. Is it possible to 
imagine that in a vast country like India with a great magnitude of its 
territory and with hundreds of millions of its population, with numerous 
provihces and provincial governments, with· n~arly 600 Indian States· and 
with such vested interests, we could evolve an agreed . constitution for 
this country. . It means that so long as this kind of demand persists it 
should not be considered as surprising if the critics say that the British 

·government is not acting bone fide in the fulfilment of the pledges given 
to this country since 1917. After all what are these political parties whose 
agreement is demanded t The chief pt>litical parties are the Indian 
National Congres~ and the Muslim I;-eague. Do they constitute the 
whole political life of thii country ? Are there not hundreds 

• of millions of people who are not attached to any political party ·in this 
country ? Should they be ignored ? _ Are there not miiJions of people 
iri this country who are cooperating with the government in working the 
reforms ? Are there not millions of people who are rendering services on 
the civil as on the military side in the prosecution of war ? Are they to 
be ignored and are their wishes to be ignored in this country? Are they 
not entitled to be heard ? The agreed solution is demanded only from these 
two great parties, the Muslim League and the Congress. I do not in any 
way say that they are not the chief political parties in the country. They 
are the chief political parties and they are best org,anised parties, but there 
are millions of people who are outside the ranks of these parties : their 
position could not be ignored by the British Government. It should go 
ahead with the scheme of refonns. l may mention that if this demand of 
an agreed constitution had not been put forward there would not haTe 
been that bargaining tendency among the political parties in the country 
which we find today. As a matter of fact this bargaining tendency and 
the pitching of their demands to a higher level is the practical result ~f 
this position which has been taken up by the British government that we 
should come up with an agreed constitution. I, therefore, consider that 
under this condition which has been put .forward there shall be flO further 



advance in our constitution and that India will not have . national eovern
ment unless an agreed constitution comes and India will not have do
minion status unless an agreed constitution is put forward, that is not a • 

· satisfactory solution of the Indian problem, and the people of the country 
are not satisfied with that kind of position. I have great pleasure in 
supporting this resolution which my friend Mr. Rallia Ram has put forward. 
India is entitled to claim national government during the war and dominion 
status within one year of the tenninatioo of hostilities, whether t,here is 
agreement between the political parties or not. (cheers) . 

Mr. M.D. Altekar:-Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen: You 
have listened to two eloquent speeches showing why this resolution should 
be passed. 1 will not take much of your time but 1 will only draw your 
attention to the three important parts of the resoluticn. Our object is 
that there should be national government in India· even during the war: 
we do not want to wait for the reforms till after the war. \Vith this object in 

view there are three different .requests made· in the three parts of the 
resolution. In the first place we ask. all parties to unite and co-operate 
with a view to' establishing national government in this country. In the 
second part we ask the British Government not to be passive spectators 

' to what is going on here but be active helpers in the cause of this col:Jntry. 
In the third section we ask the British Government to announce without delay 
that they would be prepared to implement their promises to India on the. 
basis of an agreement- between the various political parties and interests or 
in the absence of •such agreement if necessary by themselves enacting · 
a Dominion constitution for India withi~ otie year of the cessation of · 
hostilities. · 

Just now my friend Principal Anand has referred to the demand for 
an agreed solution. I think it was . an evil day for this country when any 
of us agreed to the proposal of an agreed solution. Agreed solutions are 
impossible when there is a powerful third party to. disturb them now and 
then. Consequently this demand on the part of that powerf11l party for 
an agreed solution is surprising if not insulting. Suppos~ the · British 
Government declare tomorrow-we do not .wish they should . declare-that 
within one year of the war, after taking their bag and baggage, they' are 
going to leave this country, an agreed solution will be very much possible 
rather than to-day. Therefore this demand for an ~greed solution is an 
amazing one. Well, since the demand has been made a11d since some of 
us are b-qsy in trying to arrive at an agreement inspite of the disappoint• 
ments in that direction more than once, we request the political parties to 
unite and to co operate for such an agreed solution. After,all for hundreds 
of years we have been living in this country together : we were born 
here and wilJ die here. 'Vhatever we want can be accomplished only 
in this country. Whether we are Hindus, Muslims or any other com• 
munity this country is ours. \Ve belong to this country.. In the common 
interest of our great country we should unite and co-operate. The whole 

• conception of the establishment of national government in India was to 
develop this unity in this country and to make one country of this great 
continent. It seems to me quite strange that after 60 years or more of. 
the existence of the Congress and other political parties we should be 
thinking of dividing this country by applying various methods .and not 
talk of a nation as far as this country is concerned. Therefore we appeal 
to .the political parties to unite and co-operate. Then we appeal to the 
Bntish Government not to be indifferent spectators. In fact the whole 
thing is becoming a joke when the British get up and say 11We are ready 
to part with power but give us an agreed solution.'' People who profess 
that they are prt:pared to part with power at the present moment do not· 
really want to part with power : they want to remain in power ; and this 
deman~ ~or an agreed solution is an excuse for not parting with power. 
The BntLsh people caD.not relllain indifferent spectators to what is goi.og on 



·in· this 'country •.. 'Therefore 1 in' the ·'third part· we. request for' a 
·solution by herself with or without any' agreement. and d~clare aominion 
status. : They have great experience in democracy and in framing con
situtions based on· dominion status. Let them put that constitution into 
operation as soon as possible. The crux of the present political ·position 
is that the Englishman generally ·speaking is not deploring the position· 
that has developed in this country. It appears to me that he is exultin·g 
over it, but his exulting does not show the. best.· side of the British people. 
\Vhy they are exulting when.they go about lecturing to the whole world 
about their intentions to make the whole world democratic and when they 
are pretending that they are fighting this war to make the wprld safe for 
democracy and freedom ? \Ve want to be convinced that you are fighting for 
democracy and we will be convinced about it when you declare as soon as 
possible that your real· intention is to give immediate dominion status to . 

·this country. ·These are ordinary things which we must keep before us. 
Before I conclude my speech I earnestly hope that the political parties in 
this country will come together and by coming together they will under
stand each other better. It is no use for the beads of each party to talk 
and do nothing else. \Ve are men and not demi·gods. Men are human-beings 
and human beings always prosper by coming together. Let them come 
·together. Let there be an agreement between different parties.: Let the 
people feel that they belong to one country and pull on toge.ther (cheers.) 

• • • .. 4 • • r 

The resolu~ton was put to vote and. carried. 

· 'Mr. Shroff:_:_'\Vhafabout Rule 4 (c)? · • · 

Prof. M.D. Alte ir. !-We ;assed that rule keeping in view some 
special cases. There a provinces where there are Liberal Associations 

·for iostttnce the Punja ha$ nO\V been · ad.ded, 'to them. There are others 
where there are. no ssociations, for .. example, Bihar ... and. Oris~a. 
It was · suggested .that , people who come from those 
·provinces . where . ·there are :no regular Associations should 
·be nominated as m mbers directly under certain conditions. That 
was why that Rule as framed. My friend, Mr. Shroff comes from Bombay 
and it is open to m to . come to the Council through the Bombay Asso-
ciation. ~ ~ , · · 

.POST \VAR DEVELOPMENT 

: Sa.rdar P~ S., Sodhbaris :- Mr. President,· Brother Deiegates, 
. Ladies and Gentlemen. the resolution that I ha~e to mo:ye runs-

The Federation welcomes the steps so far taken by the Honourable Sir Ardeshir 
Dalal, Planning and Development Member of the Government of India, with 
reapeet to post· war development and trusts .. that he will be successful in 
persuading the Governments of the Provinees and the States to follow a vigor· 
ous, uniform and coordinated policy for the whole of India as one economic 
unit.· · ~ 

The Federation urges that the proTisions of the Gonrnment of India Act prohibit
iDg discrimiDations against foreign companies for the legitimate protection of 

_Indian industry are unfair and should be repealed and trusts that the Govern· 
ment of India will aooD secure the desired freedom in that respect. · 

· Sir Ardeshir Dalal was one of the Committee who, prepared the 
Bombay plan. The Bombay plan is already before the country and you 
all know that it is a plan which if put into operation v.ill bring heavc~ns in 
India. India . has got vast resources hut ·these resources i:lre not fuJly 

· developed and that is so because we Indians have no control. In the plan 
. it has been suggested that the economic reconstruction of the country 
· can only be done satisfactorily when there is a National Goverpment at the 

centre. Sir Ardeshir Dalal when he was here during October last dis
.cussed various points with regard to the post war planning with the 

·Indian Chamber of Commerce. There he stated that he had accepted 
: ~he Membership of the Executive Council of the Viceroy because he thought 
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that the .British Go\·emment, had ·determined to'bave . .that plan- operated· 
in the interests of the country .. I have no comments to make in rega~d 
to what Sir Ardeshir said in that connection but I am sure that ·he :w1ll 
do whatever possibly he can for the development of the various items of 
the plan. He has toured the country by an aeroplane for carrying on all his 
dforts for the post war planning. He has prepared various schemes which 
have been passed on to the provincial governments for their consideration;. 

• A separate portfolio hc:ts been created in our province for the post war re
construction and a Minister has been appointed to carry out aJI the work 
in that connection. Bu·t I am unable. to understand one thing. \Vhy is. 
it that the British Government is at the present moment considering the, 
question of ~mports into our country after the war? What article~· will be 
imported to· our country is engaging their attention. · As you are aware 
a good many industries have been started in our country during this period 
of war. \Vhether these industries are going to exist after the war or ·not 
we do not know. Nor do we know whether the Government hf.lS considered 
this question. None denies the ·assistance that these industries rendered 
for the Wjir effort and inspite of all this, the British Government i.s con· 
side ring~ the question of imports to our country of manufactured goods • 

. If these very articles which now are being manufactured in our country are 
to be imported from Britain and other countries after the war, the fate of 
our industries is sealed because it will not be possible foJ:" our country to 
stand foreign competitiOn You will be surprised to learn that a circular . 
has already been issued that ·such and such articles will be 
available in this country because the British manufactlirer3 are . bllsy 
manufacturing tho;;;e articles ff)r export to India. lUbe idea·is to capture 
our markets by foreign manufacturers _I fail to understand why' these·. in• 
dustries should form part of the post war reconstruction. There is another 
aspect of the matter and that is this. The articles that are being, manu
factured in our country are controlled by the Government and are ·not 
allowed to come to. the consumers. You all know that if ·we want 1 any 
article of necessity, say wooll~n cloth, of our own manufacture we· caimot 
get but woollen cloth of foreign manufacture is being inade available. ~ Arti• 
des manufactured in America and England are available but tho'se manu-

. factured in our own country are not allowed to come to the consumers. 
In this state of affairs, I do not think there is any hope for our industries 
especially tho5e which have com! into being during the period of· war~ 

: , ! , I , ' 

. · Another ~ery important aspect- of the inatter is the tran~port pro.-
blem. You must have noticed in the Press tha~ the Punjab Government 
are going to control the transport business of the province. In the Central 
Assembly during the Railway Budget it was s~ated that the. Railways 
. wanted to control the road transport. There will be coordination· between. 
the Railways and the companies formed under the aegis of the Railway 
Board or the Local Governments. It is a queer position. The Railway~ 
want to control the tran.:;port and at the same time the Provincial Govern· 
ments are also keen to bring the transport under their own charge. \Vhere 
!s coordination ? You all know, that the transport problem plays a vei-y 
tmportant part in the economic development of the country. The articles 
. that are manufactured must .find markets and should be transported to . 
those markets at as cheap rates as possible. If the Railway Board ·or for 
the matter of that the provincial Govemmeots are ·going to coortol the · 
transport then there is no hope for our industries. The railw~y rates will 
r~main as they .are wi~h the .result that the transport charges will be very 
~1gh a~d our mdustnes wtll not be able to compete with the foreifn 
mdustnes. .In t~is con~ectio~ I '~·ould like tt1 bring to your notice a very 
~nomalous practtce whtch e:nsts m our country. Foreign articles directly 
~mponed from the the ports to the interior of the country are transported 
.lt cheaper rates as compared to the articles within the interiors of the 
cou?_try. I shalt .make myself more clear. I was a member of the Railway 
Ad\ tsory Comr~·utt~e and I,. foun~ that it was cheaper to bring foreign 
manufactured btscutts from Karacht to Lahore as compared to bringing them 
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from Sukkut to Lahore. We llave a biscuit factory at Sukkur you know. It 
is.a very dangerous poliey of the Railway Board and we have to guard 
against it. 

' 
Transport system in Lahore and many other places'has all these years 

been work.ing very' satisfactorily. The object· of transport is to provide 
cheap and com·enient means of communications. If transport is cheap, 
naturally that will go a long way to help the industries and in the long • 
run will improve the economic condition of the country. tf this transport 
system is taken by the Government its expenses will be topheavy. I 
understand that very highly paid officials are going to be appointed by the 
Government. The whole thing is bound to end in great loss to the province. 
Any and every. business enterprise taken up by the Government is bound 
to end in loss ... The Punjab Government started ·a sugar factory: it went 
into liquidation. · They started a Tannery at Shahdara which again went 
into liquidation. They started the Mandi Hydro .. electric scheme which, as 
everyone knows, is a white elephant to the province. It was started by 
the Government in the teeth of oppostion .. l had an occasion to give evidence 
before a committee appointed by the Government.. I suggeseed .• that the 
two crores ofrupees already spent should be scrapped but the Government 
did not listen and after that so many crores and crores of rupees have been 
spent on that project. It is still there and a burden, a very heavy burden 
on the tax..payer of the province. The Lahore Electric Supply Co. is one 
of the most successful enterprises. which have been run by private. manage
ment. The Government has now come forward and we do not know what 
will happen to that; perhaps it will have to share the same fate as other 
Government enterpri.;es. (Hear, hear) I can cite many such examples 
where the Government has been a failure. 

Coming back to the resolution before us. we want that the Govern
ment should be independent economically. \Ve do not want India to share 
the fate of China which although· a free country politically has all along 
been a slave country economically. . Any other slave country could not 
move an inch in the face of treaties which have been forced upon China. , 

\Vith these words, Sir, I commend my resolution for the acceptance 
of the Federation. (Cheers) · · 

~lr. M. D. Altekar : The subject of the resolution is a lengthy one. 
I do not hope to do any justice to it within the short time at my disposaL 
I only want to make one or two. general observations. \Vhlt we want is 
the development of India economically in aU aspects, so that economically 
India should be as far as possible self-sufficient. During the last war we 
realised how dependent we were upon our imports. That also was en .. 
forced on this country by the Government of this country in the interests 
of the British manufacturers and next to the British manufacturers, in the 
interests of any outside manufacturers rather than Indian manufacturers. 
\Ve do not want that state of affairs to continue. But I take it that this · 
resolution means a general support to a policy of development of this 
country industrially and economically. I happen to be one of those who 
have several differences with what is called the Bombay plan. I happen to 
he one of those who believe that Government of India is not free to manage 
its economical affairs by itself, (Hear, hear) and that Government is being 
dictated to in these matters by a superior power and unless there is a 
national government nothing can be done. The Bombay Plan people were 
right in one respect when they say that the plan could not be put into 
operation unless there is a national government in the country, a govern
ment that cou!d resist the power that sits over it. So we have to become 
self-sufficient economically and industrially and for thh purpose whatever 
our good friend Sir Ardeshir Dalal i:; doing is welcome and we hope that he 
will do much more and will succeed. The difficulties in the way are no 
doubt numerous. The two countries with whom we are now in economic 
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conflict l•)<;k upon· 'us as 'their inarket. 'They· are .o·u.r :·go~ti old friend, 
England and the United States of America. Both these co.un~es are very 
anx10uc;.' fro:n what we hear of what ii being said in America .and England, 
that India !ihould c:mtinue to be their market. And what y;e want is that 
India should not continue to be so any longer. Instead .. India . should pro
dLlce articles for her own needs anJ should not be dependent upon 1mports 
as far as possible. As it happens I have been a free trader by ·conviction 
and a protectionist by necessity. <Laughter). \Vhen the whole world goes 
protect onist there is nothing for India except to be a protectionist and so 
the second clause of this resolution must commend itself for your accep-
tance · 

There are provision~ in the Government of· lnd,ia Act against di~· 
criminations to be made against foreign firms in the interests of Indian 
industries Those must go. That is a very simple proposition and I think 
we all accept it I now refer to some of the difficulties in our way. In 
the first place post-war planning means a tre;nendous expenditure and tb.ose 
who have indulged -in this game of post·war- planning have talked about 
sterling balances io England., There are huge bllances in London belonging 
to us It is rather strange that there should be any doubt as to whether 
we will receive those sterling balances back or not. It is not a very healthy 
position at all .. But as vet. since the Monetary Conference- last year, no 
,Statement has been made in England thar India lihould.feel absolutely secure 
in this regard. l am very much afraid that various ways will be devised 
by means of which these balances will not come back straight to India and 
will be used by others and if so an this talk of post-war planning will 
evaporate into the thin air. - . . · · ' . 

Secondly, I am doubtful whether the poor masses in India are 
really in a position, in the practical absence of sterling balances, to·coritn· 
bute materially to the indu;;trial development that is. planned·. by several 
people. I express these doubts in order to show the difficulties In our ·way. 
Thirdly, as we are passing this resolution it is to be considered· whether 
England and America will satisfy us by· accepting the position that Inr;ii a 
will no longer be a market for either of them. These are ·difficulties \ve · 
have to contend against. But I hope and trust that those who have· taken 
to this planning businest;; will see th:tt these difficulties·wm be removed. ·I 
give my support to this resolution. ·(Applause). ·. 

fhe Resolution was then put to t~e House and carrie·d. .I 

President :-There are , two Resolutions next which are to be put 
from the chair. The first -is: · ~. ·~ • · · _. · · · 'i 

Defence Of lnclilt Act. 

The Federation, while granting that in \Var tim~ some ex~raordinary 
powers are necessary for the Government; notes wtth deep regret arid 
concern that the powers under the Defence of India Act and the Rules 
have been on numerous occasions misused as has been proved by decisions 
of High Courts and the Civil liberties are being invaded ·without adequate 
justification and for political ends. · · ·: · 

The resolution was put and carried nem con. 

·. President :-The next Resolution· which is. to be put ·from .the chait 
runs as follows : , · ' · · · · · 

Indian Statu. · • 

In view of .the close ties· existing between the people of Indian, 
State~ ~md the people of British India al'ld the impossibility of the former 
remammg unaffected by political progress . in British India the Natiomil 
Liber3:t Federation considers that the rulers of Indian States ~hould decJare 
a:; thetr .goal as. rapidly.aa possible,· fuJJ responsible Go\'ernment. This 
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ihoutd be carried out by extended facilities for mass education, the extension 
of local self-Government, the creation or enlargement · of State Assemblies 
and other representative institution! vested with responsibility as welt as 
power. At the same time the Federation hopes that the subjects of Indian 
States will resort only to constitutional methods for securing ,reforms and 
redress of their grievance_s and assures them of its full support. 

The Resolation was put and carried nem con . 

. ·RACE RELATIONS. 

1\lr. Brij Nand1n Singh \-Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

. The Resolution which has been entrusted to me for moving runs 
as follows: 

''The Federation deplores the fact that race prejudice particularly 
a'S between white and the non-white peoples of the world persists now as 
ever, that in some parts: of the world, as South Africa and the southern 
States of the U.s. A:, race discrimination is on the increase, notwithstand· 
ing that both have lfought side by side for a common .cause against a 
common enemy and made common sacrifices. 

It is of the view that unless a determined effort is made on a world 
scale against the curse of· race prejudice, the non-w4ite peoples of the 

, world, who are now fully conscious of their rights are bound to revolt 
:against the tyranny of the whites and imperil .the cause of world peace." 

Any Indian with a least bit of self-respect should have no doubts 
·regarding the principle which is embodied in this Resolution. Race dis· 
crimination, I. take it, is an anachronism. It is in qirect conflict with ttie 

. fundamental principles of Christianity, that is to say, brotherhood of man
kind. If important nations on the one hand who have joined the. war de· 
clare that their aim is to give freedom, it is incompatible with that they are 
doing on the other side if they encourage fighting and. quarrels between 
whites and the non-whites. Ladies and Gentlemen, we are not concerned 
with the treatment meted out to the ·other people like the Chinese or the 

.Japanese. They are in a position to hit back because they are independent. 
But we in India are not so fortunately ci!'cumstanced We are suffering 
from the very initial disadvantage of being a subject nation. Therefore 
we cannot deal with other nations on an equal footing. But the fact re• 
mains that whether it is the Indian or whether it is the Chinese or 

. whether It is the japanese or any pther nation, the treatment that 
is meted out simply because of their being non-white is not one which can 
be tolerated by any rules or .tenets of civilisation You will see that the 

· present war was begun by the· British on the pretext of liberty·, freedom 
and democracy. 1hese three slogans were very much flourished in the 
initial stages. Now the fact that these principles have not been acted upon 
go to show the bona fides of the nations or the people who joined the war 
in 1"'39. \Ve have got to see what is the treatment meted out to us. We 
h:l\'e got to see whether we have not often been the victims of racial 
discrimination \Vby go very far ? \Vith less than 2 miles from here there 
is the Punjab Club and eyer since t~e Club was founded no Indian except 
as a servant or as sweeper hns been admitted into it. Is it not a matter 
for shame ? This is the thing which is happening all over the country. 
Some time a_go Sir Hari Singh Gour one of the public men in India, was 
refused admission while he was in England into one of the expensive hotels. 
The question was raised by one of the professed friends of Inaia in the 
Parliament and the answer given by the Minister concerned was that the 
matter is being enquired into \Vhat has been the result of the enquiry, 
we do not know •. Be this as it may. \Vhat is happening in South Africa 
beats all records. There are at present Indian soldiers and Indian officers 
of the Army and they are supposed to possess the same status and the 
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same position as the South African ~oldier~. But it has come to our 
knowledge and it has also appelred m the press that when one of the 
officers of the Indian Navy was travelling in a first class compartment, a 
lady came in and did not allow the train to proceed until that officer was 
made to get away. This is the way in which we are treated in South 
Africa and this is the way in which the coloured people are insulted with• 
out any rhyme or rt!a~on and simply because they are not born with a 
white skin. It is time for us to remove this injustice, this slur and this 
insult and the one way in which we can do it is by enforcing sanctions. 
\Vhatever may be the utility of this method we must let other people . know 
that we are after all a self-respecting nation and cannot tolerate any insult 
hurled upon us. With these words I commend the Resolution for your 
acceptance. (Applause). 

Mr. Baikunth :-Ladies and gentlemen, . I am going to take 
up a very important question which if not tackled successfully 
at the present moment, may lead to another war, much more 
gigantic than the one being waged at present · This moment is most 
suitable for such a question as it just precedes the great world conference 
to be held at San Francisco on April 2:) which is Intended to devise ways 
and means for. permanent world security. It is the race problem or 
the question of racial discrimination against the coloured people 
by the whites which dates so far back as the slave trade (being carried 
on bY. the white nations in the 16th, 17th, 18th and 19th centuries) and has 
assum~d great importance at present in South Africa, United States and 
the West Indies Islands. I may add that the present war is also due to the 
racial superiority claimed by the Germans over other races in Europe and 
Asia. It was remarked by Herr Hitler in 1939 that the Europeans had 
taught the Indians to walk. He first consolidated the people of his own 
race living in Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia etc. and then made a bid 
for dominationg other nations in Europe with the hope of extending it to 
world domination. The Jews who did not belong to his own race were 
exterminated by him. · · · · 

The race question was first tackled by -the humanitarians in the 
19th century and their efforts resulted in the abolition of stave trade from 
the British Empire. In the United States slavery was . abolished . by 
Abraham Lincoln~ though the racial question in alJ other aspects still per· 
sists. In Mexico and the \Vest· Indies Jslands the question is as acute as 
ever and the most important evidence of the same is the · resil{natioll of 
the Govemor sltip of tlzt, Bahamas by the Duke of rVindsor on the qr41stion 
of f>rm.'iditzg adequate food to the coloured people. · : . · . . 

The most important question for the InJians is the· obnoxious 
treatment meted out to our Indian brethern · in South Africa. 
~lost of these Indians are the descendents of those poor people · 
\Vho migrated to South Africa in the 19th: century tc;t serve 
the white population as indentured labourers after the Negro slaves were 
set free as a consequence of the Slave Emancipation Act passed by the 
British Parliament. They .. served the ancestors of General Smuts and 
his colleagues when th~y were in diffic1.1Jt.ie.s as .to . ~~~ir- labour problem. 
The service was faithful and loyal and was done just in a· few pence a day.:. 
a very meagre sum. as compared to the· huget profits piled up by the 
European traders and land owner::, of the times •. Ar:d now, look at the 
reward offered to their descendants ! They are being rep_eatedly asked 
by the white Qovernment of the South African Union to quit the Union 
or stay there under most humiliating conditions. Is this the ciVilisatiors 
of the white people of which they are so proud ? · If this war is being 
tt•aged to protect such a civi.'isatiotr in which discrimination between man 
add man as otze comi1zg from a white •stock and the other com~ng from 
a colourtd stock exists, 1t'l. shrmld. ,,,1/ztr wis~- thi$_ :.ki~'!.oj ._civiiiaation 
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.should be carried out by extended facilities for mass education, the extension 
of local self-Government, the creation or enlargement of State Assemblies 
and other representative institution3 vested with resronsibiliry as well as 
power. At the same time the Federation hopes that the subjects of Indian 
::itates will resort only to constitutional methods for securing _reforms and 
redress of their grievances and assures them of its full support. 

The Resolation was put and carried nem con . 

. ·RACE RELATIONS. 

Mr. Brij Nand1n Singh \-Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

. The Resolution which has been entrusted to me for moving runs 
as follows: 

''The Federation deplores the fact that race prejudice particularly 
as between white ·and the non-white peoples of the world persi-;ts. now as 
ever, that in some parts. of the world, as South Africa and the southern 
States of the U.S. A:, race discrimination is on the increase, notwithstand
ing that both have }fought side by side for a common .cause against a 
common enemy and made common sacrifices. 

It is of the view that unless a determined effort is made on a world 
scale against the curse of· race prejudice, the non-wl:lite peoples of the 

; world, who are now fully conscious of their rights are bound to revolt 
:against the tyranny of the whites and imperil the cause of world peace." 

Any Indian with a least bit of self-respect should have no doubts 
regarding the principle which is embodied in this Resolution. Race dis· 
crimination, I. take it, is an anachronism. · It is in qirect conflict with tlie 

. fundamental principles of. Christianity_ that is to say, brotherhood of man
kind. If important nations on the one hand who have joined the war de· 
clare that their aim is to give freedom, it is incompatible with that they are 
doing on the other side if they encourage fighting and quarrels between 
whites and the non-whites. Ladies and Gentlemen, we are not concerned 
with the treatment meted out to the ·other people like the Chinese or the 

Japanese. They are in a position to hit back because they are independent. 
But we in India are not so fortunately ci!'cumstanced We are suffering 
from the very initial disadvantage of being a subject nation. Therefore 
we cannot deal with other nations on an equal footing. But the fact re· 
mains that whether it is the Indian or whether it is the Chinese or 

. whether it is the Japanese or any pther nation, the treatment that 
is meted out simply because of their being non-white is not one which can 
be tolerated by any rules or.tenets of civilisation You will see that the 

· present war was begun by the British on the pretext of liberty·, freedom 
and democracy. These three slogans were very much flourished in the 
initial stages. Now the fact ~hat these principles have not been acted upon 
go to show the bona fides of the nations or the people who joined the war 
in 1439. \Ve have got to see what is the treatment meted out to us. We 
have got to see whether we have not often been the victims of racial 
discrimination \Vhy go very far? With less than 2 miles from here there 
is the Punjab Club and eyer since the Club was founded no Indian except 
as a servant or as sweeper has been admitted into it. Is it not a matter 
for shame ? This is the thing which is happening all over the country. 
Some time ago Sir Hari Singh Gour one of the public men in India_ was 
refused admission while he was in England into one of the expensive hotels. 
The question was raised by one of the professed friends of lnaia in the 
Parliament and the answer given by the Minister concerned was that the 
matter is being enquired into \Vhat has been the result of the enquiry, 
we do not know. .Be this as it may. \Vhat is happening in South Africa 
beats all records. There are at present Indian soldiers and Indian officers 
of the Army and they are supposed to possess the same status and the 
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same position as the South African soldier~. Bu~ it has come to our 
knowledge and it has also appeJred in the press that when ·one of the 
officers of the Indian Navy was travelling in a first class compartment, a 
lady came in and did not allow the train to proceed until that officer was 
made to get a way. This is the way in which we are treated in South 
Africa and this is the way in which the coloured people are insulted with· 
out any rhyme or n:ason and simply because they are not born with a 
white skin. It is time for us to remove this injustice, this slur and this 
insult and the one way in which we can do it is by enforcing sanctions. 
\Vhatever may be the utility of this method we must let other people. know 
that we are after all a self-respecting nation and cannot tolerate any insult 
hurled upon us. With these words I commend the Resolution for your 
acceptance. (Applause). 

Mr. Baikunth :-Ladies and gentlemen, . I am going to take 
up a very important question which if not tackled successfully 
at the present moment, may lead to another war, much more 
~igantic than the one being waged at present. This moment is most 
suitable for such a question as it just precedes the great world conference 
to be held at San Francisco on April 2.1 which is intended to devise ways 
and means for permanent world security. It is the race problem or 
the question of racial discrimination against the coloured people 
by the whites which dates so far back as the slave trade (being carried 
on by the white nations in the 16th, 17th, 18th and 19th centuries) and has 
assuml!d great importance at present in South Africa, United States and 
the West Jndies Islands. 1 may add that the present war is also due to the 
racial superiority claimed by the Germans over other races in Europe and 
Asia. It was remarked by Herr Hitler in 193g that the Europeans had 
taught the Indians to walk. He first consolidated the people of his own 
race Jiving in Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia etc. and then made a bid 
for dominationg other nations in Europe with the hope of' extending it to 
world domination. The Jews who did not belong to his own race were 
exterminated by him. · · · · 

The race question was first tackled by the humanitarians in the 
19th century and their t!fforts resulted in the abolition of slave trade from 
the British Empire. In the United States slavery was abolished by 
Abraham Lincoln, though the racial question in an other aspects still per
sists. In Mexico and the \Vest Indies Jslands the question is as acute as 
ever and the most important evidence of the same is the · resiqnatio~a of 
the Governor ship of the Bahamas by the Duke of Windsor on the qusstion 
of providing adequate food to the coloured people. 

The most important question for the InJians is the· obnoxious 
treatment meted out to our Indian brethern · in South Africa. 
Most of these Indians are the descendents of those poor people 
who migrated to South Africa in the 19th: century tC? serve 
the white population as indentured labourers after the Negro slaves were 
set free as a consequence of the Slave Emancipation Act passed by the 
British Parliament. They ·served the ancestors of General Smuts and 
his colleagues when they were in diffic1.1lties as .to. ~h~ir. labour problem. 
The service was faithful and Joyal and was done just in a. few pence a day.:. 
a very meagre sum as compared to the· huget profits piled tlp by the 
European traders .and land owner:, of the times .. Acd now, look at the 
reward offered to their descendants ! They are being rep_eatedly asked 
by the white Government of the South African Union to quit the Union 
or stay there under most humiliating condition:i. Is this the civilisation 
of the white people of which they are so proud ? If this war is being 
u•aged to protect such a civi.'isatiott in which discrimination between man 
add man as 011~ coming from a •u:hite ·stock and the other com~ng from 
a coloured stock exists, 7t'e. should. rathtl' wish this :.kim!oj ._civi/iaation 
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lo.)trislt·i;, ihii w~rld an:l ·then build up ti:ne-w civilisation 7phfch·do~s 
·,IJt dis.c~J.;!'fnate between ma11 and man. · · · · 

·. ·. It is ·a pity· that the San Francisco Conference is ·dominated by a 
''whi~e. 'inafority and even the few coloured people over there have ·been 
nominated bY. the white Governments. As such we fear Jest the question of 
· ra~ial discrimination should be, brushed aside altogether in the deliberations 
of .thl! San Francisco Conference. By letting the discrimination against 

Jqe.· colo~red people to. continue the great peace makers will be creating 
Jn. the mtnds of the coloured people a feeling of vengeance against the 
.~~ites, as was· created in ~he . minds of the Germans after the ~umiliati.ng 
peace treaty of 1918 and wtll sooner or later leadto a great rac1al struggle 
between the coloured and the white people all the world over, until the 
J reat champions of racial di~criminarion are defeated. It is therefore 
hoped. that the great heads meeting at San Francisco would rea1ise the 
·g.ravity .of the situation and declare unequivocally that racial discrimination 
'in any . country whatc:oever shall be considered as an aggression 
'of .. the· same magnitude as the aggression of one state over 
.another and will be. met with armed· resistance if necessary 
by the International Army to be created by the · new League of 
Nations. · 'fhe evil must be nipped in the · bud When this racial 

'discrimination is going to bring about another world war soor.er or 
later why not fight it now and pave the way for a permanent world security. 
:Thon:tas Dewey, the Governor of New York, has recently signed the. Anti
Racial Discrimination Bill for hi~; own state. I am sure President Roosevelt 
will g!' ahead of Dewey and will not only sign an Anti-Discrimination Bill for 
,the whole of the United States~ but will l!et it incorporated in the World 
Security Charter to be drawn up at-San Francisco. \Ve etppeal to all the 
~ot6ured delegations to San Francis~o to make it a common cause and get _ 
it included in the new League Covenant that racial discrimination within a 
country ~haU be deemed as an act of aggression to be fought by the In· 
ternational :Army. · 

· · l · for one do not stand for an armed fight against racial dis· 
crimination if it can be avoided: We have to prepare the world for general 
toleration of man by man on human grounds alone ... Let the whites imagine 
a' rule over them by the coloured people and a discriminating and 
humiliating treatment meted out to them by the coloured people and let 
them ten us as to bow they would welcome such a state of affairs. General 
Smuts· and his white colleagues in South ~Africa are Vt=ry few in· number 
and are not the original inhabitants of South Africa . They are immigrants 
over there just as the Indians and deserve the same treatment as the Indians. 
The country belongs to the black natives of South Africa and· they have in 
fact the right to dictate terms to all foreigners and it is not open to one 
class of immigrants to dictate to the others. If General Smuts is injured in 
in an accident and is taken to a hospital of coloured doctors who attend to 
the coloured people first and then attend to General Smuts or neglect him 
altogether, what feelings will the General have t l believe our doctors are 
the on!y civilised product of the western civilisation who treat all patients 
equally well, irrespective of caste, colour or creed. 

•c Might is rightt which is the slogan of the· aggressors, is being 
followed by the champions of racial discrimination. Because the whites are 
stron.IJ in the u.s.A., South Africa and the \Vest Indies. they are treating the 

. 3 . - . . . . . . . 

coloured people as such. 'Ve have to: fight, according to the wor.ds of 
Mr. Churchill, for-four freedoms for the whites as well as for the coloured 

people. · ... , · ~ · . ... · 
·' . -

· · · The Resolution ·was·tben·put and carried nem.con. 
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Sir Cowasji jehangir :-~tr. -President, brother del~gates, ladies 
and gentlemen, luckily- for me, the resolution which has ~en entrusted to
me is one wb.kh i:; unanimously supported throughout the country .. I will 
first read it out 

"This Federation deplores the failure of the Government of . the . 
Union of Soutb Africa to abolish the Pegging Act which:· 
prevents Indians from purchasing immoveable property and 
which constitute: a breach . of the Cape-Town Agreement. 
This Federation is of the vi~w that the recent attempt of the 
South African Government to replace the Pegging Act with a 
Licensing Board (now found to be ultra vires of the Provincial 

· Council) in no way remoTes the b-asic objections to the Pegg
ing Act on the principle that it makes for racial discrimination 
and statutory racial s!gregation. The demand of Indian9 is 

· for· an unqualified acceptance of full ·citizenship rights 
for Indians permanently settled in South Africa. ; 

: : . . . . . . . ' . 
In view of the uncompromising attitude. of the Government 6f 

&luth Africa towards this legitimate demand of India, this 
Federation feels that it was a mistake on the part of the~ 

· Government of India to have sent the High Commissioner·. to 
South Africa and it urges the Govern:nent of India to recall 
the High Commissioner forthwith arid to adopt all fiscal and 
commercial sanctions against South Africa until the Pegging 
Act is abolished ., · 

This South: African question has been .with. us for the last 25 or 30: 
years and we have now comet<> a point· where the· whole of IndiaJ ·a~. 
surprisingly enough even the Anglo• Indian press, is ·agreed.: ,.ThCi second 
part of the resolution i'Y the operative one and the one which- may. require; a· 
little consideration. The first part of the resolution I ntay. · tertn ~a~ a trp.i~m~ 
We demand-·two things~· Firstly, that.the ne\v · Higli Commissioner sqould 
never have been sent to South Afnca. 'This proposal was· put forward by 
practically. every school of thou;; ht in India including . the~ European. PreS!k 
Bur, unfortunately, the Government of India did not see their way t(> accept, 
the suggestion put before tbetn with such unanimity.' ·We were t(){d- in the 
Assembly that it would· Lt tantamount to breaking ·off political: rela.tions. 
But that is exactly what we demanded. It was a gesture which could have 
done us not the slightest harnt. \Vhat is this High Commissioner going to 
do in South Africa T. The latest papers·say that he is getting into· touch 
with Field Marshal Smuts. That makes us no wiser nor does it do: us· any 
good. South Africa must be definiteJs informed ot thQ resentment· felt in 
this country and the one way of doing it' was· to• delay :sending· this High· 
Commissioner to South ·Africa. · The ·Government ·sent him. Jt: does U!J 
no good, it does them no harm The new High Commissioner, against 
whom we have not·a word ro say, is a most suitable Itlan to go to South 
Africa and that is a most unfortunate affair. I do think~tbat the Government 
of India, on this occasion, should certainly have· bowed to the will ,qf the 
people. The next proposql that was made was that there should be··sohte 
sanctions. That is a muclt more dffficolt matter.· It may do hann to a cer
tain number of Indians in South Africa but the curious· part· of it· was that 
our brethren in South Africa themselves suggested that sanctions· should .be 
effected and should be brought into existence and that they were prepared 
to suffer any· loss or incon\-enience by Sudr an action· ou the. part of the 
Government of India, <Hear. lzear). Surely the Government could do it and 
do it effectively and quickly. But we are told that they are considering the 
matter. 'Ve are also told that there are some raw materials that come out 
to this country from South Africa and that we cannot do without them. 
That .argument ha~ been exploded; there is nothing that this country cannot 
do w1thout. It may cause us little inconvenience, it may cause an industry 



a certain amount of iriconve~ience, it may:even be· that that industry may 
partly have to shut down, but whep it is a question of the honour ·ot · thic; · 
country, the prosperity of no industry, the continuance of no industry should 
come in our way (loud applause) and, therefore, ladies and gentlemen, to· 
put it very brieflv, we reiterate here today the demand of the country 
made in the press and on the platform that·. these two eftective measures 
should be carried out by the Government of" India and we do hope that in· 
this case at least the Government of India will bow to the wishes of our 
countrymen. (Hear, hea") (Cheers) 

: ; · .Mr •. E. H. Banerjf:_;_Mr~ President, ladies and gentlemen, 
ordinarily the seconder always starts by saying, '' I have great pleasure in 
s~conding Lhis motion," but while seconding this motion it is not much a 
matter of pleasure. On the <?De hand, when ;our brethren and our country
were ~ghting on the very 1\.frican soil to save South Africa and other 
African territory from the clutches of the enemy;. on the ; o,ther hand, at 
about the same time the South Afdcan Gove1 nment was preparing to have 
a Jegisl..ttion. much harmful and· much prejudicial to the int~re.sts of our 
brethren over: there. This irony of fate coming specially at a time when 

· the very life and soul of Africa was iq. suspense, has come as a great shock 
to all humanity. · The second thing that requires consideration is that on the 

· one hand. the British Government and those who hav.e favoured the policy bl , 
an empir~ have boasted ab<;mt tl}e ,Commonwealth of Na~ion~ But here one 
member of that very Commonwealth of Nations is sucking tpe .very blood 
of the other member of the same Commonwealth . of: Nations living on 
their soil. Theretore, considering all these things, one has 
no ·alternative but to condemn and be disgusted of the attitude of the South. 
African· Government in the strongest possib!e terms The South African 
Government has ·taken ·these measures in <spite ·of the fact ·that 'our· Indian 

·Government has a representative in the name ot the High Commissioner in 
South· Africa for the last 25 ·years or so. In spite of his most vehement pro~ 
tests,' the South . African Government~· .disregardful :of the feelings· of 
the · 'I n d ian· Government ·and ·dfsregardful of. _the feelings ·of 
the Indian people, .has. gone . ahead : with . this : anti~racial• legislation·, 
of . ·1 :should. · say, . a . legislation . prejudicial . to the Indian race~ 
Unfortunately, situated . as .. we are,· our. Government . is . riot able, to 
<fnforce.any sanction which could have a very far-reaching . and a very 
sobering effect on the South-African people. . But, as Sir Cowasji : Jehangir 
has .very.nicely put it,Ahe Indians resident in South Africa Jitself have 
offered ·to suffer all consequences as a result of . the. Government of India 
lodging its·protest in whatever manner and in whatever 'language. ; It the 
South· African Indians have to suffer by that,· they are prepared· to suffer 
the consequences in order to uphold the dignity of the Indian , race. There-
fore; with-these·words·l second this resolution. (Cheera). · 
! 0 : ~ ,-: " \ • .._) 1; .) • • • • • ' 

. . . ; , . . The. :reaolution was unanimously carried. 

: . ' Chairman :~We· will now adjourn for lunch and meet again: at 
3P.M.... ' .. 

. . . After·i~nch· Meetlpg. . 
.'Chairman ~-\"Ve .shall· n~w begin the afternoon session and Mr. 

?ha:rma wilt read the'messages that have been received • 

.": · ·'. ,'' ·-::The me~s~ge;• w~re read by Mr. Harar.l~tta Sharma. 
~ ... 4. 



~lr. L. X. Rego (Bomba)~) moved the follo\\irig resolution relating 
to future recruitment to the lndian Services :- · .. .. ' . 

'The Federation views with deep concern the continued recruit
ment of the Indian Sen·ices from outside India and is of opinion that 
such recruitment is inconsistent ·with . the postwar status envisaged for 
Indians by the repeate~ declarations of Government themselves: 

The Federation, therefore, strongly urges upon .Government the 
necessity for stopping all future recruitment to Indian Services from 
outside India.' , . ·' · 

Mr L. X. Rego said :-1 consider myself f~rtunate to associate with 
this resolution as it vitally affects the youth as well as the future of . our . 
country. There is glamour and kudos in rendering service to the state be• 
sides, like virtue, it is an aw:1rd in itself. · The ideal would b;. to g_ive one's 
service to the state voluntanly and free. \Ve .are told that m Indta l per 

. cent of the population owns 30 percent of its wealth. If this privileged 1 
per cent could come forward-and there are men of character and capacity 
among them and I am sure you will all concede there are-to give free 
service to the state the bottom would be knocked out of the communists' 
platform and much of the class struggle which is a familhr theme of theirs 
may prove ineffective. Moreover, there will be Jess rivalry on the part 
of commuual organisations as they would have little to fight for. But this 
is a counsel of perfection. Congress ministries did work on an honorarium 
of three figures but the power they wielded was said to have been a 
compensation in terms· of cror;s. · · 

But the resolution of today concerns itself with the forces that are 
vitiating the body-politic by employment of foreign personnel in the 
services when there is ample and efficient material ·available in this 
country to draw upon. ·A young man just out of the portals of a: coiiege 
or school is anxious at the outset to seek ·a career in the· services of·. the 
state. Today this· type .'of problem is considerably eased by .the vast 
number of jobs available in connection with the active prosecution· of ::war. 
Young men of education' and enterprise have · wil1ingfy taken· ·active 
service in the field or in other departments connected·· with . war. · Many of . 
them have been precluded by having to associate themselves -\vith ··-the 
essential services connected with the war from taking up ·appointments in 
the permanent cadre· of the services, or from even appearing· for com• 
petitive examinations In the event of cessation of. hostilities, several thous
ands of young man will be out of employment~ -The problem of educated 
unemployed will swell to proportions which any Go\'ennent will have to 
face at that juncture. During the last war the experiences of most of those 
who did war work was disappointment and frustration~ That sad story 
should not repeat itself during the post·war period. Young men who 
have done their bit towards the war and have thereby contributed 
towards its success should in aHfairness have prior claims for absorption 
in the permanent cadre of governl!lent service. · · 

It is against such a .setting that we have to consider the re· 
solution which is before you. The educated unemployed would be a real 
menace to the peace . and tranquility of the country unless Government 
devise every possible means of meeting this prohlem.. One of the means 
as indicated in this resolution is to !>top all future recruitment to Indian 
services from outside India . 

. Another . unportant aspect . emphasised by this resolution is . that 
~he co~tinued :ecruitment of the Indian services from outside . India is 
mconststent wnh the post-war status envisaged .for Indians by the re. 
peated declarations of Government themselves. Mr Amery, the Secretary 
of State tor India, in his declaration . io ~liament. in August 1940 ancl Sir 
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Stafford C1 ipps' offer of 1942 1vas unmist~kable pertaining to two definite 
is .. ues : the right of this country to frame its own constitution and the pro
mise of full Dominion Status after the war. If these declarations had any 

· force or meaning, recruitment from outside India should have ceased by 
now. This would have bee~ the proper manner. of implementing the 
promises made. Governmert could still show its sincerity of purpose by 
stopping forthwith recruitment to the key services from out of India. A 
fpreign per_:;on~el in the comp_osition of the services is <:J.n anoll)aly in a 
se]f·governmg countty and w1ll operate prejudicially to its admini.stration. 

· In view of the declared policy of· government towards lndia the Lee 
Commission recommendations should be treated as• a dead letter Thev 
can no more b~ considered as valid or operative in a changing world and 
under a differen,t set of conditions and circumstances obtaining at present . 

. To perpetu(\te its recommendations in the matter of European recruitment 
is to perpetuat~ decades of British domination If Government have an 
h<;m~st.iotention of c~rrying out their settled policy towards this country 

. immediately the war 1-; over, recruitment from outside India should not 
. continue a day .longer. Lord Haldan~ once addressing :, large number 
. of law st~~~.nts m L~ndon pathetically exclaimed .''\Vhat is to become of 
, you all, young tn~n ? Let us put to ourselves with equal fe~ling the same 
que~tion as what ts to become of our young men if old·time conditions of 
r~cruitmen~ and tenure of service are permitted to continue ? 

. , \Vitb tbes~ few observations, Ladies and Gentlemen, I commend 
• this. proposition to your unanimous· .acceptance. 

j ' ·Mr.· S. S. Bhagat :-Mr. President. ladies and gentlemen. I. have 
great pleasure in seconding this resolution. I consider it a very neces

, sf.lry resol~tion . It i~ a resoT1,1tion that is going to· affect thousands, if not 
." n,liili~:m~. ot ~ndiaqs. ~ will ~~~k you to consider it in all jts implications; : My 
. learqed friend, Mr. L: X '&ego, has dealt with the position c;>f young Indians 
. wqo fiT~ e~t,h~.- E:mployed in ~he defe~c~ services or a,re 'Work\ng in Defence 
, Qep4-r~ment ot tho~e who are qualifying for jobs in the post·w~r period •. So I 
: qQ not wish to cover that groqnd over agl'J.in. But I }~ilt draw yo~r ~ttention 

· .-; ~Q aqQtq~r aspect. of. it and that i.s the. bold that J3ritain me;J.ns tq }{eep on India 
. ~nci to kee~ her subJ)J.gated by employing her sons under one pretext or the 

otqer. The pri~cipal, pretext that they have is of importing the experts. I do 
~ not ~ish tQ g~v~ you the dictionary meanir.g of the word 'expert.' I will just 
r~mind yoq of th_e well-knq~n. definition that Sir \Villiam.Auson.gave me and 

• tha,t was that there w<1re 3 k\nds of witpess~s liars, d(lmned liars,. and experts. 
Mos~ of t~e exper~~ who Caqle to this country ~re prob~bly of the. latter cate
gory. ~xper\s h~v.e beeQ imported into India to teach us, as if we have no men 

( capable. ~nQugh alf\ODg.us~ Why should these exper~s. be necessary ? Are we 
incp.p:;t.bl~ of proqq~ing men \~:Po can look after our interests, are we. inca
paple oJ produc~ng ,m~n who will be able to manage our household r For 
1~0 j·e:.,rs E11g1and. hal been tea<;Q.ing us th~ art of self-governmen~- and 
h·ow to equip 9ur.se\ves tQ be able to stand in the comi~y of nat\ons. For 
generation~ p~t, England has .been declaring her ability to teach Indians and 
they have carried out propaganda in all parts of the world in 
this direction It is wonderful that after 150 years of teaching, 
we are : st\111 incapable to manage our own house Is. · it not a 

' matter ot $.hame. that in 150 years we have , not been · able to look 
after. our own household and to look after ourselves Y · I will remind you of 
the Punjab.exaroinatV>ns. \vhich are being held naw.a-days~ Teachers are 

. ver)l an~ious. to S«". in some foxm or another that they should secure. sufficient 
number of pass percentage, because in private in.'-titutions~ the success of 
the institution is . mea:;ured. bY. the pass percentage secured by the 
s"chool or the coUeg~. Here:we haye <!.set of teachers who have' been teach-

.. ing ui for: 150 years, getting promotion- after promotion and telling the world 
• that they_ are the best teachers, yet they judge us incapable· of do~ng aU these 
·, simple things. l ";n_ not take up your time- by pointing.out t~ you al_J the as~ 

pects of the. situation1 but there·i9 one impm:tant aspect t<> wh1ch· 1· wtU draw 
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your attention and that is that, not content W:ith m:maging or int«:rfering in ol.!r 
rights in British India, the Britishers have m fact shoved thetr officers m 
Indian States so that they can maintain their position. It means that Indian 
Sute;; are incap Lble of p 1ying high s 1la.ries to fully qualified officers There• 
fore, the Government of India, in their generosity, lend their officers at redu· 
ced pay to Indian States. They say that Indian Stat~s are unable to carry on 
their work and to look after their interests, hence these officers are sent there. 
Nothing of the kind. The!'e are only excuses to maintaia a hold in Indian 
States in post-war India. I am sure that we all will unite in passing this 
resolution and say that we in India are quite capable of looking after ourselves 
and that we do wish that our future generation may be able to earn their 
livelihood and to serve their own country as they think.best. 

The resolutitJn was unanimously carried 

Mr. President :-The next resolution is with regard to war con· 
trots and food problem and Prof. M D.Altekar will move it. · 

Professor M.D. Altekar :· Mr. President~ ladies and g·entlemen, the 
resolution which I have the honour to move is as follows : - · 

"The Federation views with profound concern· (1) that the 
food situation in the country, though somewhat improved, · '\ 
is still far from satisfactory : (2) ·that the ·quality of rationed 
fo0dstuffs is often so poor as- to render them unsuitable for 
human consumption ; (3) that the administration of the con
trol of essentictl commidities has often been so inefficient as to 
lead to scarcity of food in the legitim;ue markets, to inflationary 

· prices, to black-markets and to phenomenal and wide-spread 
corruption, and (4) that transport facilities for passengers. ·and 
goods are inadequate and this has caused great hardships. 

''The Federation urges Government to evolve a more. satisfactory 
policy and administer it efficiently so as to save the people 
from an avoidable hardships and distress.'' . 

The resolution speaks for itself and I am sure it will commend your , 
.support at once. Put I want to bring one more thing to your notice. It 
has been said, perhaps occa"iionally with some justice, that the Liberal 
Partx..in India has very little contlct with the mac;ses of the country. This 
is juc;t a resolution in which we think of that contact in a most efficient· 
manner a'ld particularly so because the other parties in the country do ·not 
concern themselves with the question of prices and black-markets. The 
other day, in Bombay, the Food Commissioner tried to control the price 
of milk in our city. He used certain methods for that. . Those methods 
resulted in something desirable. They have decided to give cheaper milk 
to thousands of young children and to women. Therefore the Commissioner 
succeeded partially. But the Bombay Corporation, mainly dominated by 
the Congress, passed a resolution against this action of the Food Commiss• , 
ioner. Perhaps the reason was that some people-1 am not levelling 
a general charge against Congress ·people, they are patriotic men, they 
are honourable people, but some of them, in Bombay, as far as I know, ~re 
connected with black·markets and therefore they did not protest agatnst, 
that resolution. Since some of them are connected \\ith black-markets 
the general mentality of the Congressmen is to neglect these things. But 
some party must take up this question and bring it to the notice of the 
Gov,~rnment as to what is happenin? and what must be done. It is a 
matter again for the Liberals in the country to pay their greatest attention 
to ~his ~ubject of food situation and controls. I have put here 3 clauses 
~\'~tch speak for themselves. Though the food. situation is somewhat better, 
1t IS Y.et far from sati5.factory. As to why it is unsatisfactory, \\ill take a 
long tlme to discuss and I am not going to do it .But the fact is that the 
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po:::.ition is still very bad. In "the cities we t.alk about it, read about" it; 
we discuss it, read about it in papers and I ha"e found that in some villages· 
it is hopeless. I do not. know what are the conditions in your province, 

-but I know my ·own province. Though it is said that a certain portion qf 
-the annual yield of food-stuffs would be taken by the Government for w:hich 
re l50nable price will be paid, yet it is found that very little ·is le~t jn the 
households of -poor villagers for. their ~xistepce. That kind of tl!ing is not 
at aU satisfactory. · 

With regard to the quality of food-stuffs, there are complaiQts 
.on a11 sides. .I for one may tell you that the foods I have tasted duriag-·,the 
last 2 or 3 yeat;s were never . tasted by me before and I never thought of 
their existence in my country. The quality of rice that we have been 
getting In Bombay during the last three ·years is such a wonderful 
quality that it is for the first tiine that we have realised that such 
a Jjce is proquced in this country. The same thing may be said aoput wheat 
about jawar,· an'd about hajra. 'Ve have been eating: bread that is. horr\ble. 
So:ne time back I was travelling and in my ·compartment I met some people 
"'Ther~ ~ere some American and British offlcer::;. \Vhen I saw {1. .beautiful 
wheat bread in their .hands, I became rather jealous. Why I do nqt get a 
bread like that, I do not know. The quality is very much deteriorated. 
~·what appears to me to be the case is this that thes.e things are stored 
lor -some purpose. When that purpose Is served, the storage still 
·goes· on and after sometime <.When it is found that the thing "is thoroughly 
u;;eless then it is brought, to f ~ed the civilian population and is distributed 
to them :in. markets.' .That ·kind of thing is extremely unfortunate, and the 
Governme·nf should , take immediate steps to abolish this state . of affairs. 
·\Vith ·regard .to such a simple thing :as vegetables, I ·.submit that I l(J.rgely 
tlepend for my strength on .vegetables-if . they are too .coitly for me to 
purcha1e and I do·not get them, then I .am lost and finished. When our 
youn~er generation must con~ume .these things and when they do not get 
.eno'-'gb,. you. c;:m imagine. ~heir condition. . I .:;tm ,afraid t.bat the next 
generation is very .likely to_ be a. generation . of weaklings and the sin of it 

, ·will be Oh the policy. of <;iov.eroment Df the'present day •. 

Now. I come to controls. Here in this resolution we have said 
· 1'hal the admi-nistration of the -control Of essentait comnoditiesihas often 

been· s·o i-nefficient a-; to lead to scarcity- of food in the legitimate markets. 
\Vnat-happens ;h this. Whenevt!r a thing is controlled,· it .disappears: in 
the m irket , altogether. JWe do not get it~- Sometimes it: is : controJled in 
such:a· fashion· that you have to pay a much larger price than you used to 
pay \before. r1 will give you a recent instance. In Bombay, only the ·other 
(Jay, before·:I (:arne to Lahore, I purchased a pair of slippers . for myself. 
1t was:a, quality :.J for which I had paid Rs.<S six ·months ago. Now it is 
-controlled. Tl\e shopkeeper told me that I should not worry because I 
:would . get it at'controlled price. And what wac; that controlled ptice :? 
It was Rs~ 12/-~ If this is to be the effect of this control, then God save 
\B _fron .thi~ -control or mly God control this: control! Legitimate markets 
have-become ~}void of those articles and the prices have been increa~d. : 

:. . · \Ve. are .all . talking of in.fl1tion. But Lam constrained to :Say that .th.e 
.Gover.nment has been .doir1g ~bsolutely nothing _to stop inflation. . : 

But· ~vhy·_have inflation ? ··In the first place these ·inflationary prices 
'have 'become a curse for everybody. This bas led to the creation of black
Jmarkets·though l do not know where they are. You cannot ask· for· their 
:.addres:;. and· cannot go to them. \Vehave asked the Government and tfu:~y 
~o not' know where·they are ·1 ·will give an ~nstance _of thP. black-markets. 
!D/wlis -are ·an absolute necessity to many of ·us Of course I ·a~ spe~king 
irr Lahore ·and-so I do not know about that here. · Here people are a~ctis
·toiried to· :wearing ~yjamaS rather than dholis. The latter are a nece~si~y 
;in· other:pJa.ces., \Ve used to have £pair for.3 or4: rupe~s~· ~inc~ t_his·war 



.=tart~::d gradually we ha\·e been paying 10 or 20 rupees. - Now we. h<!ve to 
pay JJ or -tO ru?ees for a pair of dlzoti1. an~ e\:en then n~ dlzotis are_ avai~
able. A few dan ago we had our mamage season m Bombay. It 1s 

. customary to make a present of dhotis to the .bridegroom. ~t. may be argued 
that in;;tead of dltotis he may be pre_sented mth sar~es (laugnter) but so far 
the custom ha() been to present him a pair of dhotis. The shop-keepers 
knew very well that there would be a great demand for dhotis in the 
months of january and February, and all dlzotis disappeared for two months. 
Govermnent said thlt they were going to ration the article, b_ut they have 
done nothing yet. \Ve do not know whom to blame, and ~heth_er the Govern
ment is on the right or the left side of. the black-markets. Government must 
do something quick to abolish the black markets and control the prices. 
Then something about corruption I am speaking in Lahore and I am afraid 
I may say something that may bring me in trouble. Every time we ~alk of 
corruption we are told, bring cases to our notice and prove them. One_ 

. finds corruption .is there but it is very difficult ·to. prove it. I have seen 
some cases whjch I may relate •. A roor man goes to take h~s. ration fr_am 

·a ration shop. This is a fact though I am not able to prove it in· a court of 
Ia w. A barber who comes to my house now and then complained the other day 
that every time he goes to the ration shop he has to pay eight annas to the 
shopkeeper before be gets a ration. These are very small amounts ~ut J 

. will give you some interesting instances. The Bombay Victoria Terminus . 
Station is· a famous r<:lilway st~ti<;m. You cannot purchase a third cl..tss 

.'ticket unless you pay something: you cannot purchase an int~r class ticket 
unless you pay something ; and it is also very difficult to get an \J.pper class 
ticket unless you know how to do it properly; \Ve have been ~oing it 
through the travelling agency otherwise it means lot of ~rouble. I will tell 

·you what happens at Boribander in Bombay. They sell third etas~· ticket? 
. from 6 o'clock in the morning.' Under our present regime 6 o'~lock is .fairly 
early. About t\VO thousand people stand in a cue !it .6 _o'clock before the 
booking office of the ViCtoria Terminus. There f}re doz~ns of. people 
'~ho do not travel any\yhere, but they have made it a 'business_ to purC~jlS~ 
tickets and then sell tliem at a profit. The railway staff standing there do not 
help the public in this matter: . I do not want to ·put it in a: strong .language, 

· but if you go to them they say that th~y cannot do an~ thing, you do: your 
best. The public is suffering from all these things~ Corruption has entered 
even higher places. In Bombay a man cannot take even a little sugar out of 

·the city. At Dadar railway station, which is a suburb near V~ T. and where · 
thousands of people get down, a passenger may be asked to open· his bag 
and he may b~ detained for half an hour, but in some cases even an elephant 

. goes through and some people escape· entirely. All these things are the 
'result of the faulty policy of the government. I do not want to say that 
the government do it deliberately: I do not say that the government do not. 

··want tc remove it. but I will say that the bureaucratic government is always 
an obstinate government and they are to be convinced that what ii done is 
not the right thing. By this resolution we have requested the government 
to evolve a more satisfactory policy· and administer it efficiently so as to 
save the people from all avoidable hardships and. distress. There· is one 
reason why the government should do it I have come to the conclusion 
that the food situation in the country. has ~pread more dissatisfaction among 
the people than al! the efforts of all the political agitators in the country, and 
thJ.t is not a good proposition for the government and th,at is tht! reason wby 
the government should remedy it I want to make a particular suggestion 
in this regard and then bring my spee~h to a close.· . Food councils are 
formed at various places and meetings are held and in ~11 such meetings .the 
bureaucr4tic mandJte prevails. There the people discuss things but. the 
chainnan, who is often the District ,.\Ltgistrate of the place, says some
thing and that is carried out. Ap~lrt- from that, at these councils the 
commercial interests are almost alone represented and the interests of the 
consumers are not aJequately or properly represented. Therefore I request 
the govern:nent to take some representatives of ·the consumers jo their 
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.conferences so that they will come to know of the sufferings of the people in 
in this regard. Merely the commercial interest representatives \Vill not do. 
The ordinary people must be propery represented, and if that representation 
is included in the councils perhaps the government will get more informa
tion in tl;lis regard. There is inadequacy of food in this country. We have 
often been told that the fall of Burma is one of the causes of that inadequacy: 
I want to put this question. I happen to be a student of economics and have 

" been unable to find out the exact position in this connection during the last 
·two or thr"!e years. Are we ex potting any foodstuffs from this country ? If 
we are, then we are doing a criminal action : Government alone knows. It 
is very difficult now-a-days to analyse the figures which they publi-;h, but I 
hope the government knows what is the position. I request the government 
to stop all exports of foodstuffs from this country and with that request I 
finish my speech I !'equest you no_w to accept the resolution (cheers). 

Rai Bahadur Chunial Ray <Indian Association, <;alcutta, Bengal): 

Mr. Chairman,· ladies and gentlemen : Coming as I do from Bengal, 
I am possibly expected to say something about the food situation there in 
1943 and in 1944. But so many things have been said already that I 
need go beyond a few points only which have not received the publicity 
that they deserve. The first of these points is that the maximum number 
of deaths from starvation occurred not in July and August 1943, when the 
food supply was very meagre, but in the months of October and Nove.nber, 
a month atter 18lakh tons of rice, which is equ1l to 12 weeks' food for the 
whole -lf Bengal, had been.. h1rvested. The number· of destitutes dying 
on Calcutta's streets, only 11314 in August, rose to 2,185 in September and 
to 5, 775 in October; and the November figure, though less than that of 
.October was ahead of that in September and nearly twice as much as in 
August. In rural areas the excess of October and November deaths over 
those of August-September was propably very much worse than in 
Calcutta .. A larger number of deaths when food was plentiful than when. 
supply was short_is an enigma requiring explanation .• 

Had the 18lakh tons harvested in early September been promptly 
distributed, as it. should have been, there would. not have been a single 
death after September. Not to speak: of actual distribution, even a 
programme for distribution was not drawn up till the 25th October ; and 
during these 7 weeks (from the harvesting .to the 25th Octob-!r) tl'\en were 
.dying by tens of thousands an1 by lakhs, while the Ministers were sitting 
tight on the 18 Jakh tons of rice.· Inspite of repeated requests, figures 
relating to deficits revealed by food drives in June and Augu~t were never 
published by the Provincial Government ; it was only in February . 1944 
that the Central Government disclosed them, in answer to a Council 

·question. With earlier information about the figures, a programme for 
. distribution to deficit areas could have been made out within three days. 
That this w.as not done, that as much as seven weeks were taken over this 

.·simple thing, are matters which should receive the attention of Govern
ment. \Ve art: constantly hearing about \Var Criminals b(: tried-were 
the Famine criminals any better ? 

A second point which has not received . sufficient publicity is the 
Bengal Premier, Sir Nazimuddin's, statement at a Muslim League meeting 
in Karachi in November 19.t3 that although his Food ~tmister was con· 

.vinced that if the situation was to be adequately met it was essentia~ that 
the quota promised should be sent to Bengal within the next few months 
(evidently .l\lay to August), he and other Ministers submitted to the 
dictation of Majnr General \Vood that sufficieney of food for Bengal was 
to be advertised and to be repeated ad nauseum. 

And if sufficiency of food for rural Bengal thus advertised by the 
Bengal Ministry. was a myth. so was their report ~o the Acting Governor 
·that Calcutta had not even 3 days' food. The situation was certainly not 
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so bad as Jess than 3 days' food-and it was only a dodge to get out rice 
from producers in rural area~. in utter disregard of their ba.re minimum 
requirements, for supply to Clive Street employers of. l:'lbour, .who could 
accumulate during the next few month; huge quantittes which started 
rotting in their godowns from October onwards. 

A third point is that the persistence, after December 19~3, in 
getting Calcutta's food from outside was absolutely unwarranted by · 
circumstances. It is true that there was urgent need for getting food 
from outside during the emergency of t9-t3 ; but this emergency dis
appeared by December, when Bengal reaped a record harvest of 80 
lakh tons against a normal crop of 65 Jakh tons. My predecessor said. 

· that not a single grain should be allowed to be taken out of India. I would 
say that we should carry on the Grow More Food campaign with such 
earnestness and such vigour that we should not only relieve ourselves of 
importing a single grain ; we should be more than self-sufficient and grow 
surplus for export outside. This point : was brought out in a letter 
published in the Statesman of the 28th November 1943 and was again 
pressed in a letter addre~sed to the Food Member on 11th ·December 
19B. It was suggested that Calcutta should be fed thereafter on 
Bengal rice ; and it went on to say : ''Bengal's position for 19~4 is now 
certain, but the food prospect for Upper India would not be known till 
4 months later. Is it wise in the circumstances to continue importing from 
the Upper Provinces or Sindh? Any· grains that may be purchased by 
the Government of India under their contemplated scheme of feeding 
Calcutta should be kept up to April in the provinces where they are 
purchased. Uovement of grains, if. necessary, should commence only 
after April ; and necessity· or. otherwise, of movements, also distribution 
if movement is necessary, should be determined not by the present demand 
of Calcutta's food from outside, hut by ascertained crop position in 
ApriL It is certainly desirable that Bengal should build up a reserve 
after its year of starvation ; but the necessity ·for- replenishment of re
serve h no less for the provinces that exported heavily to Bengal during 
the last 8 months, and completely denuded themselves of all surplus." . 

Unfortunately, all this went unheeded ; and not only did rice and 
wheat continue coming from Upper India to Bengal-the Bengal Food • 
~1inister started propaganda for making Bengalees wheat-minded. Pro
paganda to get over the rural Bengalee's reluctance to wheat continued 
even after it was known in April 19-H that the wheat crop was in deficit by 
10 per cent. . . . · 

And what is the situation today as a sequel to this ? Food supplies 
have proved inadequate in the U. P., and the Central Government have had 
to come to its rescue And Bengal has an excess of rice which the Central· 
Government are now purchasing Unnecessary transport from Upper India 
to Bengal during the first nine months of ·1944 has necessitated transport 
later in the other direction. What huge waste of transport ·facilities at a 
time when wagons are not available for coal and cloth I · 

. 
Another defect in the Government arrangements is connected with 

storage of grains, which has very often been entrusted to parties with• 
absolutely no previous experience. You may have read in the papers of 
huge quantities of rotting grains that were being dumped not very far from 
Howrah Rail way Station early in September 1944; quantities so large as to 
need hundreds of lorries plying several times a day for over a week. 
Similarly, huge quantities had to be destroyed ·at Dacca Railway Station 
and other places, having become unfit for con5umption as a sequel to ineffi·. 
cient storage. 

' All this shows want of planning, panicky purchases, panicky trans-
port and storage entrusted to inexperienced hands. Much of this could 
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have been avoided if orie ofthe recommendations in. the lett.:.r of the 11th 
December 19 t3 had been acce"pted and acted upon, the suggestion to start 

. Grain. Reserve Banks which should be linked to the Reserve B1nk of India, 
·at,one end and to .the· thousands of village co-operative ,societies at. the 
other, :every village having at least one co-operative society. Cultivators 
should be induced to deposit their surplus produce in the village societies 

. which~ financed by the banks at tahsil, distri~t or provincial headquarters 
stations, should advance such sums (not. exceeding two-thirds of the value 
~f the produce) as the cultivators may need for pushing on with their next 
crop. Storage will be in the hands of the producers who will be running 
the village societies i and wastage due ·to inexperience will be avoided . 

. . V~ry reliable information would al'}Vays be available to Government about 
surplus arid ~elicits in different areas ; and quantities which under old con· 
ditions require.t months to purchase in the market it would be possible to 
purchase through banks wilhin as many wee,ks. ~Planning .would be .easy, 
and panicky pur~hases and panicky transp~rt would not be necessary ; 
and the bulk· of pro.fit on sale of graini would go to the .actual 
producers. ' · 

.,.j . ' 

Grain Reserve Banks on these lines linked to the Reserve Bank of 
India .arid subject to ·s-ome .d~gree pf Government\ control . will,. I believe, 
prove their . u~ility not only for ~h~ abnormal conditions of the war period, 
but' for 'all time as well. Neither siinul~an~ous plenty in. all provinces, nor 

. sjmultarieotis defjcit everywhere, is usual, wpile it is quite usu~l to have 
plenty iri som~ "proviqces ai1d de~cits _iri ,others. The exp~riep~e of 1943 has 
shown that in' the· absence of a pl~nned arrqngement,. deaths frprn starva
tion may be quite common in cons1der~ble portions of the .~o~ntry inspite of 
su.fficiency of food for India a~ a whole .. Thr Grail) Re~erve :JJ.an~s will be the 
nucleu~ rourid which plat:Itiing will be made ; and .it will pe an .excellent 
artang~merit for 'stabilisation of prices all' qver' the coqntry. . . 
~i r·c . . 1 ~-rr ( ,';' ; f·1~ ,.,., ... ,:,. • .r .r ·, . · ! i . • . 

I would conclude wi~h only a few ~ords ·.about the very disputed 
point of responsibility for the tragedy in Bengal in 1943. The central Govern
me'nhva,ted to make out that it had been entirely the Provincial Government's 
f lUlt-th~e Provincial Government wanted to· lay all the blame on the Centrat. 
Sir Nazimuqdin's. statement io Karachi possibly· furnishes a. clu~ to the 
correct solution-honours' must be shared between the two. After food 
supply 'tame. to band, the Provincial Goverrt nent. went ~n dre'J.ming for 7 
week_.:; before tackling the problem of transport ;_ '~bile, ip the period prior 
to Bengal ~tting iti:i own crop, the Central Government had. more words 
than 'deeds 'in the niafter of sending out grains from other Provinces In 
April, M:ljor General Wood came out with a big statement, whi'ch he des
cribed a~ the blueprin~ for the future; ~nd in which he spoke of a 100 crore 
worth of purchine on the ba~,;is of determined figure for surplus in 

. particular area-, and deficit in o~h~rs . '¥hat quantity this scheme con temp .. ' 
Jated as Bengal's deficiency figure was never given out in spite of repeated 
enquiries in the Assembly and Council of State, on the. ground that it would 
riot be in: public interest ·Possibly this figure was cut down later ; and the 
reduced figure' was, we know, 793,000 tons, to be sent out by Oecember, 
which would justify expectation of despatch· to Bengal of at least a lakh tons 
a month. But whM . whe~e. the_ quantitiei actually sent Ollt when 
B~ngal's n.t:ed:;. were greatest ? In the 30 days following the I 00-crores 
worth blueprint, Bengal wa;; given only 11 /)00. tons, less, than one day's 

.food in one whole niont;.h. For July, Sir Edward Benthal's statement of. 21 
million potfnds a day indtcated, n9 more than 35,000 tons in a whole month, 
~en. gal's food for a -day and a half. 

All this . was indicative of extreme apathy, nobody (except the 
sufferers) taking any serious interest in the very important problem. of 
quickly getting food into Bengal. It is clearly necessary to . devise more 
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s1tisfactory means for supply and di;;tributi?n of f~d. ~etter arrangements 
for increasing local production by really seno1,1s actwn . m the ~row ~lore 
food campaign in places like ·Bengal, Bombay, etc., and Gram Resen·e 
Ban~s to help in prompt di:st~ibution are my humble suggestions. 

\Vith these words I commend for your acceptance the resolution 
mo\·ed so ably by Professor Altekar. 

INDIA AND THE \VORLD 

Professor J. D. Sharma : Ladies and Gentlemen, the resolution 
which stands in my name runs thus :- · 

"Tht: Federation is of opinion that in the Imperial and fnternational 
Conferences India should be represented largely, if not 
,.,·holly, by non-official public men commanding the confidence 
of the peoole until. such time as a National Government 
can appoint its own proper accredited representatives". 

Before discussing the resolution itself, permit me to say that the 
reS'Olution owes its existence to the habitual practice of the Government of 
India to nominate its own officers, spokesmen . and mouth-pieces to r~
present India in all Imperial and International bodies and conferences. 
The unfairness, the impropriety and the injustice of such a practice C(.lnnot 
be doubted by any fair-minded individual or nation. It may be admitted 
that the Government have from time to time nominated public men like 
the Right Honourable V. S. Srinavasa Sastri, Sir Ali Imam, Sir C. P. 
Ramaswami Jyer, Sir 1\lohd Habib Ullah and now Sir V. T. Krishnachari. 
The resolution now before us demands· that the representation of .India 
in Imperial and International conferences be on an equal footing with the 
British Dominions and other nations' representatives and should represent 
India and her people and not merely the Government of India. who as every 
one knows functions more often than not as a department of the. Brit"sh 
Government. If this demand of the Indians is acceded, it is only then · 
that India's voice will be heard before the bar of the world opinion and 
her interests will not be sacrificed to those of their masters and henchmen. 

I also want to impress upon you that this resolution is not only 
important but urgent as well. The urgency of passing such a resolution 
is demonstrated by the continual policy of the Government to nominate 
their own favourites, preferably officials, to these delegations. They appoint 
'safe' people in whom they have full confidence that they will speak what 
they are tutored to speak. I shall show by placing facts before you how 
I have arrived at this conclusion. · 

Before the year 1907, lmp.erial Confer~nces w,ere held 
without any representative of India being invited to attend them. Perhaps 
the British qovernment never felt the necessity of doing so.. After that 
the Government of India were allowed to send their own nominees-not the 
representatives of the people. The last Peace Conference set the f.:J.Shion 
in International Conferences. At the Peace Conference the late ~lr. 
~fontague and the Alaharaja of Bikaner-Maharaja Ganga Singh·represented 
India. Mr. Montague wa~ the Sec:retary of State for India at the time-the 
less said about a Maharaja representing the people of India the better. 

At the International Labour Conferen~e at 'Vashington and the 
London Naval Conference, India· was represented by Sir Atul Chatterjee.~ 
He was also the head of the Indian Delegation to Ottawa in 1932 If I am 
permitted to say, this gentleman, Sir Atul Chatterjee is a member of the 
steel frame, not of the war quality steel frame, but the old genu10e steel 
frame, an.d entered the l.C.S. a5 early as 1890. It can be very well imagined 
how and tn what manner must he have represented the interests of this 
country. 
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The other gentlemen who have either represented India or have 
headed Indian delegations, ~nclude Sir G. S. Bajpai and Sir Mohd Zafrulla 
Khan. I do not think this is the place for enumerating their exploits or 
adventures. 

It has to be admitted that the Government often includes one public 
man in ~ach of the Indian Delegations to International Conferences and I. 
am proud to say that it is only those . members who have commanded the 
respect of the world and brought honour to the motherland. (Hear, hear) 
Men like the Right Han S. Sastri, Sir B. L. Mitter and Sir Ali Imam have 
been listened to with great respect and :admiration. But our demand is 
that such delegations should not include such eminent personalities in a 
microscopic minority but" should as far as possible include public men of 
the highest ca1ibre and their number should be as large as possible. Sir 
Muhammad Zafrulla Khan's performance at the Commonwealth Relations 

, Conference should be an eye-opener to the Government: A person like 
Sir Zafrulla who occupies a very important position in the counsels ·of the 
Government, in the interest of national' self-respect must have decided to 
telt the world what he told. 

The delegation appointed for the coming San Francisco Conference is 
the late;;t exa'Tlple anj demonstration of the flagrant flouting of the interests 
of the Indian peopl~. Even the conscience of the Central, Assembly, which 
is quite an . easy. conscience-Sir Cowasjee will excuse me, is shocked and a 
non-official. resolution is being tabled on Monday, i e. tomorrow to con· 
sider the matter and make the delegation truly representative. 

To make the Indian delegation a pocket . edition of the Bri.tish 
delegation or to make it dependent on any instructions from the Secretary 

. of State for India or the British Foreign Office is adding an insult to in
jury. 

If India is to be heard, it sh0uld be the voice of India. Would 
England Hke its delegation to act under the instructions of Pandit Jawahar 
Lal Nehru or $ir Tej Bahadur Sapru or fat' the matter of that under the 
instructions of Canadians, Germans or Australians r Why in the name of 
int<"rnational justice, should Indian Delegation be the nominees of the British? 
Even if 'safe' men are wanted why not trust the trusted Assembly. Let the 
Assembly choose the members of the Delegation 

Such delegations as the Government of India appoint::; look, allow 
me to say, more like criminals before a jury than the accredited re
present~tives of a great people. They can represent India truly only when 
-they know that they are the representat~ves of the people and have the 
interest of the people only at heart and not the nominess of a subordinate, 
irresponsible and irresponsive · Government. (Hear, hear and applause) 
I need not, Sir, stress any further the importance and urgency of passing 
such ·a resolution. I thank you, ladies and gentlemen, for your patience in 
hearing wha~ I had to say. (Cheers) 

Mr. S. 1\l. Bose :-\Ve have listened to a very illuminating speech 
from iny young friend Professor Sharma, who has sponsored this important 
resolution I support this resolution and will place it before you from a some
what different point of view. The present state of international anarchy is due 
the world being divided into about 60 different rival Sovereign States, each 
looking for its own interests-hence the War. A noble attempt was made by 
the League of Nations· to stop the root cause of the war but it failed for 
many reasons. : One of the reasons was that the League recognized only 
the State Sovereigns and allowed each citizen to recognise no body else but 
his sovereign who was entitled to his allegiance and loyalty. The inevitable 
result was that the League would have to go to war to preserve peace and 
it failed. There was international anarchy, each state fighting for itself. The., 
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idea of self determination of which we hear so much now-a-days has Jed to 
estrangement between State and State. The League failed because it had 
no force behind it. It has been well said, justice without force is help!ess 
and force without jut>tice is tyrannical. Therefore we must have a combtna· 
tion of justice and fbrce. 

Various ideas have been mooted as to how to bring about perma· 
nent peace. Many writers have advocated union between sovereign states, 
so that there may be assured some form of super-state organization. The 
question naturally arises how should the competent parts be represented. 
There has been the Dumbartan Oaks Conference .in which a scheme for pre
venting war and establishing peace was put forward. In. that scheme, a 

• body called the Security Council was set up by a " League. of United 
Nations." "There was also to be established a ''General Assembly" consist· 
ing of all the members of the League and still another suggestion of the 
Conference is the creation of an International Court of Justice to which the 
Security Council might refer justiciable disputes among States. •ro imple
ment this tentative scheme, there is to be the San Francisco Conference. 
Now the point under consideration is that India should be represented there 
by non-official leaders. But our hopes have been dashed to the ground by 
Sir Olaf Caroe who stated plainly that we cannot have non-official represent· 
atives because the San Francisco Conference must be of a:" Minhterial 
level'', a very high sounding phrac:;e, and the representatives must be 
Ministers. He perhaps forgot that in the Imperial \Var Conference in 1917, 
in which there were the British Prime Minister, and 6 Dominion .Ministers, 
India was represented by SirS. P. Sinha, a non-official member, and the 
Maharaja of Bikaner. 

There we had the English Prime Minister and Dominion Prime Mi-· 
nisters and India represented by Non-Ministers. Then there were various 
Imperial Conferences in which India had been represented by non-official 
Indians like Right Hon'ble Srinivasa Sastri and Sir Tej. Bahadur Sapru. 
But no fault was found. No body thought that the Thames ·would be set on 
fire if India was represented by non·officiali at that' conference.' Now Sir 
Olaf Caroe says that India is to be represented at San francisco by Ministers 
and he has succeeded in misleading Sir Abdur Rahim and so the adjournment 
motion was not admitted. I am glad that the dissatisfaction is going to· be 
expressed by means of a Resolution to be moved in the Central Assembly. 
In 1923, the Right Hon'ble Mr. Srinivasa Sastri said at the Imperial 
Conference : · 

''I cannot fail to remember that the position we occupy here at the 
Imperial Conference is not comparable by any means to the position 
occupied by the representatives from the Dominions. They are called here 
by virtue of being Prime Ministers. We come by nomination from our Gov- · 
ernment. \Ve realise that that marks a great difference in status. \Ve 'hope 
that next year or. the year after, our successors who will take our place 
here will come here by their right. The person who will come in place of 
His Highness ~laharao of Cutch who represents more than one-third ·of 
British territory in India will be sent by the Chamber of Princes by election 
and the man who takes my place may like" ise be elected by the Central 
Legislature of the land." ·This was what the Right Hon'ble Sastri said in 
1921. But now in 19~5, instead of going forwards, weare going backwards. 
There should be sent non-official Indians who have the confidence of the 
peo~le. I ~ave the highest. regard f~r t.he ~linisters at Delhi. I say 
nothmg agamst them. Admtttedly lndta ts. a Domi.oion and I maintain 
that our nation~! honour demands that India should be represented by men 
of .~er own ch01ce, not by men chosen by the bureaucratic Government. 
\\ 1th these words I second the resolution. 

The Resolution was put and carried. 
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. DEFENCE POLICY 

br. G. S. ~tabajani :-1\fr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

I propose for your acceptance the Resolution which reads ·as 
follows:-

. "The Federation urges that India's status as envisaged in the post• 
. war world and her future role as a bulwark of peace in Asia require a 

radical change in regard to her defence policy. In the opinion of the 
Fed~ration it is essential to take the following steps immediately with a 
view to ensuring the complete nationalisation of her defence services within 
a short period :- · , 

(i) The defence portfolio should be entrusted to an Indian member 
commanding the confidence of the public. 

(ii) Th'e 1Jo1icy of Indianisation in all the grades of the Army, 
· Navy and Air Force should be accepted and that large numbers 

of lndiajl Commissioned Officers already in the defence forces 
who have acquired valuable .experience should be fully utilised 
~o bring about Indianisation at an early date. 

(iii) The recommendations of the Shea Committee in regard to the. 
expansion of 'the U. 0. T. Cs. be given effect to. 

The Indian Emergency Commis;ioned Officers should not be demobi
Jised after the war merely in order to restore the pre-war proportion between 
Indian ana British Officers. No non-Indian Officer should be appointed to 
any post so long as an Indian Officer with requisite qualifications is available . 

• The Federation further urges that the army should be recruited from all 
provinces and classes tq a much greater ex:tent than at present.'' 

The resolutiqn really explains itself. I shall only make a running 
commentary on it by dotting the 'i's and crossing the 't's. In the preamble, 
you find there is a ref~rence to two factors-one, India's · status 'as envisa· 
ged in the post-war world, and-two, her role as a bulwark of peace in Asia. 
There need be no doubt that the status of India in the post-war world 
cannot be Jess than what was implicit in the Cripps' offer. We already 
passed a resolution this morning demanding dominion status within a year of 
the cessation of hostilities-dominion status carrying with it the right of 
secession. This naturally implies an obligation to defend our country. The 
relevance of this factor is thus easily understood .. 

The second factor is the role of peace which India wi11 have to 
play in the world aff1irs. She comprises a large portion (about 18 %) of the 
world's population. Our culture is certainly higher than the average 
culture of the entire world. We are a nation with a tradition and history. 
The war has again shown that the safety and security of this country is a 
pivot in the security of the whole area of the Indian Ocean in which not 
only British but all the United Nations are vitally concerned. And during 
this war, India.has been the arsenal for the democracy in this part of the 
globe. Our country ha<;, therefore, to play a positive part in maintaining 
the peace in future. If peace is disturbed in the eastern part of the globe, 
the duty of acting as the bastion of democracy will fall on us. In view of 
all these considerations, the preamble suggests a radical change in the de
fence policy of this country. That radical change is specificaHy defined in 
the last sentence, namely, the complete nationalization or India's defence 
services within a short period. · 

You will remember, gentlemen, that this resolution is coming up 
e\'ery year before the Federation. But this is the first time that we are 
putting in definite words our objective of completely nationalizing our 
defence in a specified pe,riod. Self-government is really measured by the 
amount of control we exercise over our Civil Services, the Police and the 
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Army. No\v what has been the history of thes~ three .arms of the ·Gove_rn·· 
ment ? Even a cursory glance reveal:; very 1nstrucuve facts. Speakmg 
first of the Army, till about 1917, no Indian wa" admitted to its commissioned 
ranks. And the terms of reference of the committee appointed at the end 
of the last wd.r-the Esher Committee-:-were only (i) internal security, {ia) 
North·\Vest Frontier defence and (iii• how the army in India should cope 
with any external invasion temporarily till the Imperial force comes· into 
play. In 19ltS the Government took the first real step in this connection by 
reserving at Sandhurst 10 places for Indians. In 1923 the scheme of lndiani· 
sing 8 units wJ.s adopted. In 1927 the places reserved at Sandhurst were 
doubled to 20. In 1931 the eight u tits scheme was expanded to cover one 
division including one infantry division, one brigade of cavalry and Auxiliary 
troops. In 1934, an Indian Sandhurst was opened and we have now the 
Military Academy at Debra Dun In 1939 the Chatfield Comm~ttee was 
appointed· for modernising the Indian Army and under its recommendations· 
the expenditure of mechanizing two Indian di\·isions was put against the lm· 
p:rial exchequer. In 1944, last December, H. E. the Commander-in·chief 
appointed a Committee-the \Vilcox Committee. and its terms of reference are 
the size, the composition and organization of the Indian Army. This Com· 
mittee is now touring over the country, collecting evidence and may soon 
make its report. This history shows that progress at this rate will re~uire 
for complete lndianisation of our army something like 50 or 75 
years. Unless, therefore, our objective is cJearly stated and accept· 
ed by the British Government no piecemeal reforms will be of any 
real use to us And if the Cripps' offer conceded our demand for full domi· 
nion status with th right of secession, I fail to see how these Com •. 
mitteel) come to be appoin•ed who"e recommendations might commit us, 
before we are free to decide the issues, to expensive long range policies. 

Regarding our control over the Civil Services and the Police, a · 
speaker made some reference this morning to the Lee Commission. The 
report of the commission recommended that in the I.C.S. the ceiling limit 
of 50 per cent. lndianisation should be reached in 15 years and in the case . 
of the ~ndian Police, in :l5 years. Now in 1924 the percentage of Indians 
in the I C. S. was 17 and in 1944 it reached 50. In Indian Police Service 
the percentage of Indians in 1924 was 11 2 and in 1944, out. of a total of 422, 
186 were Indians. These figures show that unless the objective of com
plete lndianisation is specifically laid d"own, we cannot attain the full content 
of dominion stacus. So much, Sir, with regard to the preamble of the 
resolution. Let us now proceed to the specific ~e~ommendations. 

The first recommendation is that the defence portfolio be entrusted 
to an Indian member commanding the confidence of the public. The reasons 
have been set forth year after year. We always speak of creating the 
psychological conditions in the country so that young men will join the 
army in larger numbers and take advantage of the facilities placed at their 
disposal by the war. Now we argue on the intellectual plane of cold 
reason that this is also our war since our interests are closely linked up with 
the victory of the United Nations: but so far as the masses are concerned / 
mere logic does not work. You have to make an emotional appeal. And 
if we have been exhorting our young men to join the ...defence services-I 
know the difficulties in the way-we are here asking the Government to 
help us by creating the proper conditions in which the youth wiJI respond to 
our appeal with enthusiasm. That is the significance of the demand for an 
Indian defence member. I need not go into its other aspects. If Indians 
are not associated with that branch of the administration where high policies 
are formulated, how then can they gain experience ? From this point of 
\'iew also, the defence portfolio must be entrusted to an Indian. In Burma 
they had a Burman as the defence minister. Are the Burmese, one may 
ask, more cultured and advanced than the Indians ? 
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• Our second recommendation reads : 
•• The policy of Indianization in all the grades of the Arm}', Navy 

and Air Force shwld be accepted and that large numbers of indian Com· 
missioned Officet s already in the defence forces who have acquired valu
able experience should be fu))y utilized to bring about Indianization at an 
early date." · · 

Sir, as the war is coming to an end, one hears of schemes of demobiliza· 
tion and plans of absorbing the demobilized personnel in the civilian branches. 
There was a time when we were told that men of the right type did not come 
forward to join the Army. Now you have already Indian officers of the 
proper type-why ()emobilize them? Why not retain their services? vVar 
comes once in a way. The experience that men have gained now could not 
be got in peace time. · It is surely not wiidom to waste away all this valu· 
able experience. 

. In suggesting that emergency Commissioned Officers should not be 
cfemobilized, I gave some. reasons when I spoke on this resolution in the last 
session of the Federation. The Liberal Party has always recognised four 
obstacles which bar our way to full political statue;. The first is illiteracy, 

- the second our helplessness in matters of defence, the third our internal dis· 
unity and the fourth is the presence of the alien Government which accentu· 
ates these weaknesses of ours. The stalwarts in our party took up this 
matter of defence in right earnest long before any other party The long
continued advocacy of Sir Sivaswamy Aiyer in this cause,· Pandit Kunzru's 
ceaseless effortS'.fn the Council of State, Sir Vithal Chandavarkar'.:) services 
.for the U. T. C. and Sir Raghunath Paranjpye's work on the Shea Com· 
mittee are only some instances of the earnestness with which our Party has 
strived for removing this obstac1e \Ve advised our young men to enter the 
Civil Service and get administrative experience and thus Indianize the Gov· 
ernment machinery. They have done it and they are doing it. We now 
further advise them to enter the Army and by getting Commissions help to 
attain the other objective of nationalizing our forces. There are difficulties. 
But in spite of this, in spite of every discouragement, inspite of being dubbed 
" m.'ercenarie~s " by their own countrymen, young men have joined the Army 

• in this war. Now though we know that our two million' Indians are under 
arms, we do not know the exact number of Indian Officers. It might be 
about four to five thousand · They are· fighting in the sky,' on the high seC's 
and on land. They have obtained the richest experience that a modern 
war can give. Yet, my ~ear is that they wilJ be; most of them, demobilized. 
\Ve suggest here that they should not be demobilized. The Wilcox Committee 

. is to make recommendations as regards the si~e, the composition and the or·. 
ganization of the I. A. But as laymen we may presume that if the strength 
of the I A. was roughly two lacs before the war. after the war it might ~e 
about four lacs For 'a standing army of this size about 8 thousand officers 
will be needed· You cannot get all these 8 thousand officers at once. But 
you have got with you to-day s0me four thousand Indian E. C. Os. I shall 
not say that efficiency should be sacrificed for Indianization, but we do submit 
that whatever officers are available, they should be retained and the Army 
must to that· extent be lndianized. That is our demand in the second 
suggestion. 

Now just a word ,;ith regard to the third item in this resolu~ion, 
namely, that of giving effect to the recommendation of the Shea Committee 
for the expansion of th·e U. 0. T. Cs. That committee made its report in 

_ 1925. The University Officers Training Corps are alloted to various Univer· 
sities. The committee suggested that no artificial limit sho~ld be pla~e.d. to 
the number of these contingents and all young men desirous of JOlmng 
them should be encouraged to do so Now enough facilities dl.) not at 
present exist to meet the demand. The committee observed that the U. 0. 
T. Cs. are the foundation· of the future national army and that they are the 
reserroir of potential officers. If their recommendations had been accepted, 
there is little doubt that since the outbreak of the war there would have been 
a regular flow of young men for commissions in the Army. 
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'Yell, Sir, before I sit down, I have to make just one observation. 
\Vhen we speak of the complete nationalization of our defence services what 
is to be our attitude towards the presence of non-Indian element in the 
Army ? People would naturally ask how far the presence of the British . 
troops is contemplated. I should cite here the instance of Egypt. The 
British Protectorate in Egypt was abolished in 1922. But the question ofthe 
army remained a matter for negotiations which dragged on till 1936. In 
that year a treaty of alliance was si,gned between Britain and Egypt under 
which three things were secured : (j) the independence of Egypt was re .. 
cognized, (ii) British troops were allowed to remain in specified areas on 
either side of the Suez Canal and (iii) a provision was made by which after 
20 years there should be a revision of the treaty. If in this revision, it is 
found that Egyptian forces are able by their own resources to guarantee · 
the safety of the Suez Canal then the British troops would be \\ithdrawn. I 
am not, therefore, worried about the presence of the British troops on the 
Indian soil even after the complete nationalization of our defence services ; 
because, that could only be, as in Egypt, under a bilateral· agreement and 
only for a specific period. · · 

I have, Sir, great pleasure in moving this resolution./{/ 
.f ... 

Sardar P. S Sodhbans : Mr. President, ~adies and gentlemen, while 
seconding the resolution, I only want to say that much of the ·ground has 
already beer. dealt with in the learned discourse of 1\Ir~ Mahajani and 
therefore very little has been left for me to say, with the exception that I -
be.long to a martial race. (Hear, hear.) I b~long to that!community which 
brought revolution in the north of India· and stopped further invasion from . 
the west. On the other hand, from In.dian point of vi~w, ·we started .in
vasions from east to west and conquered· the territory which was ·under 
the control of Afghans and brought it under the sway of the Sikh rule. It 
was a Sikh rule, indeed, because our Maharaja was a Sikh and the greater 
portion of the army was of Sikhs. It was a rule of the nation, because the 
Maharaja never made distinction between Hindus, Muslims and· Sikhs· while 
making ministerial appointments in the cabinet and in the army. That was 
the t1me when we were keeping control over the frontiers. After the death 
of the Maharaja, the times chant:red. Our armies were brought under the 
command of kindly, simple Muslim Generals. There was fno distinction 
at the time of the Maharaja. \Vhat was the position at that time ? Our 
armies were controlled by our own officers. Of course, there were French 
and Italian Generals to train our armies. Similarly, we demand now that 
wht:n we get Dominion Status, all our armies from the beginning to the end, 
should be lndianised and those officers who are at present. commanding 
officers of the army, should be promoted to Generals. We can promote 
them: I do not agree with Mr. Mahajani that we should have· a treaty of 
the type which he mentioned. \Vhat we want is that our officers, when 
they have received training. should be in charge . of the battalions and 
that they should be rapidly promoted, so that in the course of a few years, 
after \Ve get Dominion Status, our armies should be controlled by our own 
officers, because we know that we are capable people and w~ can fight 
our enemies in warfare and in the open field. Can we not manage our own. 
affairs and our own home ? \Ve can do so provided opportunities are 
given to us. Sir, apart from this. the matter with regard to demobilisation 
of tQe officers has already been dealt with by ~fr. Mahajani that we want 
officers, who have suffered the ris.>ours of war, who have received training 
and who have been on the front, should be retained and not demobilised. 
I '"as surprised to hear that British soldiers have been promoted as 
commissioned officers in order to keep up the proportion of the British officers 
in the Indian t:nits. This is the real position which we have with regard 
to our youngmen. \Vhen they will come back, they ~ill be fixed. \Ve 
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as Sikhs, have started the. Khalsa Defence of India. League under the 
aegis of H. H. the MaharaJa of Patiala, and we are carrying recruiting 
campaign throughout the province for the enrolment of the ~ikhs in the 
army. \Ve want that youngme!l should join the army. But at the same 
time we want also that they should be retained in the army after the 
war. There is one point on which I differ with the resolution to some 
et:teot and it is that the "Federation further urges that the army should be 
recruited from all provinces and classes to a much greater extent than 
at present.'' ' to some extent agree that the army should be recruited 
from all provinces, but there are, t'raditions which have been created 
How can you bring those persons who have never seen or touched th~ 
sword and how th~y can becQme ~~Idiers and fight the enemy? (A voice : 
we have created 1t.) There are S1khs, there are Punjabee Muslims in the 
North and there are certain other martial classes who are well versed in 
the art of warfare by traditions. There are Goods and Bhils and they are 
of martial type but not of the present type. You cannot expect them to 
fight in the same way as they are required. However I quite agree with 
the demand of other provinces to enter the army. With these words I 
second the. resolution. 

R. B. CAPT. R. R. M. BHANDARI.· Mr Pre.~ident, Ladies 
and Gentlemen, I would a~~ you to come to action. I earnestly 

· request you . to start some mthtary college on behalf of the Federation 
If you do it, I will give Rs. 5,000 as a start. 

· : SARDAR P. S. SODHBANS :-1 question you. Military· college 
cannot be ·started without the permission of the Government. . . 

. . . 
, ,, . R. B. CAPT. BHANDARI :-There arei two emin~nt Principals 

.of our. Colleges sitting amongst .us and if they start teaching military 
science as optional subject in . their co !leges, nobody will· stpp them. I 
offerRs. 100/· p.m. to each of them. Sometime ago I had approached 
D. B. Raja Narendra Nath, Sir Tek Chand, and Sir Gokul Chand Narang 
with an offer of Rs. 10,000/· and had asked them to start military training 
in our colleges. They called a meeting of the Principals and others but 
they put objections and said that the .Government would not allow any 
training of the sort. But if there is a will there is a way. I . 
tell you I have been doing things which the Government would not allow 
their Public Prosecutors to do, yet they were done tactfully and to their 
knowledge. I wilt read a few extracts from a letter I wrote to Lord 
Linlithgo, Viceroy of India, in 1940 and with it I offered him a year's 
income of which I sent him Rs. 7,000/· as earnest mo 1 ey if he accepted my· 
proposals as mentioned in that letter, which said :- ' 

. ''The highest among- the officials and non-officials have of late 
been issuing appeals and been playing: their part according to 
their interests for a satisfactory solution of the Indian problem. 
The officials like the British Premier and the Secretary of State 
for India and the Viceroy naturally · emphasised the urgent 
necessity for winning the present . Eurooean War and the 
majority of the non-officials while agreeing with the above-

-. mentioned officials have simultanuoasly been asking for a just 
and quick solution of the Indian deadlock. The officials have 
been invoking the aid of the Almighty God and of the sacred 

. principles of democracy and justice while the Indians have been 
complaining in their hearts and, many who are not connected 
with the Government, through their words of mouth also, that 
the officials are yet neither ready nor willing to translate their 
beliefs into action in regard to the Indian demands. It is high 
time that the British as well as Indian Governments understand 
it once for all that promises alone, thowever substantial, cann0t 
suffice for the removal of the deadlock. All the intelligent 
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Indians feel {and sooner the British authorities know this fact 
the better it would be for all) that some high placed and trusted 
Indi1ns are just now usurping the ears of the authorities and 
monoplising the favours of the Government. Human beings as 
they are, they mav be naturally and necessarily blinded by 
their self-interest and must be telling the Government that the 
Government can ignore the discontent of those who plead and 
even suffer for the pennanent g()od of all Indians. They have 
been successful so far because the poverty·of the Indian masses 
makes man-power. available to the Government and the 
Government fails to realise that the man-power would be avail
able in any case whether these trusted Indians be there 
or not.'' · 

Regarding martial races and \Var Funds l_wrote :-

''It is not being realised that a few crores of rupees in the 
War Purposes Fund and a few lakhs of salaried men recruited 
from the so called martial races . cannot win the "war or even 
defend India if the need for her defence should arise. I am a 
Kshatriya and although I originally belong to the martial class 
yet through the cleverness of some people I no longer belong to 
that class. Still I challenge Indians of the martial classes or even 
Britishers in India to produce a better record of services to the 

. King and the country during the last Great \Var, Afghan \Var, 
and other Indian calamities, than possessed by me. To q'uote 
from some documents, it was said by the Governors and other 
highest officers about me that "he risked his own life, gave the 
life of a grandson and gave a son reading in M. A. as relief 
while working at his own expense as a Red Cross Commis· 
sioner ...••. " .. · · 

I, therefore, say that it is utterly wrong that the martial races 
are doing better service than the non-martial races Then I wrote :- · 

"So let this myth of martial and non-martial races be laid in its 
grave. Let men of all cJasses and communities be allowed to 
adorn the racks of National Militia and out of these recruits for 
the army be chosen and let our anny be officered by Britishers 
and Indians on equal, brotherly, and national basis. It is signi
ficant that none of these leaders of the martial classes ·have 
ever joined the army as· a sepoy and that these few 'trusted' 
leaders have been usurping the King's and Viceroy's commis
sions for their near and dear ones and the lower posts for the 
people of their brotherhood." 

There is something at the bottom of this distinction between the 
martial and non-m1rtial races. Every man should be given equal 
opportunity. Man is a bundle of habits and ·circumstances. Give him a 
chance and he can become a Colonel and ,a GeneraL I made other 
proposals for India's economic uplift and ~or political advancement, and in 
the end wrote that if my proposals are accepted then :-

''As a thanks-giving of justice, trust, and helpfulness everyone 
in India whether Indian or European between the age of 18 and 
-45 should enlist for National Militia on self-sacrificing tenns 
so that the Government may not have financial difficulties for 
maintaining a huge militia and that all new entrants should:forego 
the advantages of any big salary, allowances, and pension~ etc. 
Everyone should also pay one month's income to win the \Var 
while I offered one year's instead of one month's earnings and 
sent a cheque No. 52158-l dated lOth June 19-+0 for Rs. 5,000/· 
as a part payment. I also sent a cheque No. 521595 dated 
lOth June 1940 on the Central Bank of India Ltd. for Rs. 2,000/• 
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to be paid to an'yone of one hundred British or Indian legis· 
lators or journalists who could kindly give a better or more 
acceptable solution by .which Inqia 'could help the Britishers .in 
winning the· war and solving the Indian deadlock. Th:s prize 
J name~ ''the Hon'ble Messrs Churchill,· Amery Lord 

. Linlithgo, and Mahatma Gandhi Prize." ' 
\ . . ' . . 

. . . Gentlemen, my submission to you all is that we ourselves can do 
c~rtain thing~ yet we do not do tpem. . Nobody cares for mere resolutions 
or talk' u.r;dess they· have a sanction behind theni. We have no such 
sancti9n .. I am a blunt military roan and I suggest cer:tain things which 
if we 'will' accomplish, we· will make some advance. The schools and 
college:; should start training in military science. The second thing is 
that if some of you jQin hands, I can g·et permission from the Government 
for such a tr 1ining or ~VeQ for the establishment of military colleges and 
schQols. Government ts ready to co-operate. We have to persuade and 
tell them how it will serve their purpose ·at this junctnre and they will 
sanction )it. .That is how they . have abolished all differences between 
martial and non-~artial ·da~ses. (Che~rs). 

:Mr. S .. S. Bhagat :-Mr. Chairman, ladies and friend5; I had 
thought that after the previous speakers had expre~s~d their views on the 
r~solutions there. will be no necessity for me to indulge in speech making, 
but for some .reason or other the recently appointed 'Colonel' Sodhbans 
and Captain Bhandhari have kept us from the real situation. After Mr. 
Mahajani's learned discourse it is only: necessary for me to draw your 
~ttention to one aspect of the question, and that js that,. shorn of all flowery 
language, the resolution boils down to this .. that let us have no racial dis
crimination in the army (hear, hear) and let us not hav~ .the Indian young 
men, who. have rep.dered service to their country and to the British Empire 
be demobilized just' ~ecause they hap'pen · 'to be Indians· .. That to my mind 
is the crux of the whi)Je situation .. In support of this view I should like to· 
say a few words in elucidation ofthe history in: the Indian-field. When 
the Skeen committee was appointed we thought · that Indianisation was 
going to take some practical shape· and. that some steps will be taken which 
will really produce a change in the ·'hearts of the army officers. General 
Skeen was a state:;man and a seer; The result was that for years the Com
mittee'3 recommendations were shelved. They were not allowed to see the 
.light of day. This discus:;ion was an annual topic in the Council of State 
where yeom1n's service was render't!d by patriots almost every year. I 
will Rot take up your time too long ~ut I will bring to your notice three 
things. The first is that in the year 

1
1 923,' 100 British officers were rec

ruiteq in the Indian Army on the alleged ground that the depredations 
of war had . created great bl<\nks and it was necessary to appoint one 
hundreJ .British officers .. Not 'one single Indian was appointed to these 
100 jobs. · . \Vt~y'. I do not know : the reason was not given. It is not 
necessary. to give reasons. At the Round Table Conference noble 
sentiments were aired. It was said that unless India could ·be trusted 
with l)er defence there was no use giving her responsibility : unless Indians 
could defend themselves there was no sense in their being self-governing 
s<f!'ret us give them training and equipment to enable them to defend their 
country. It was a noble sentiment. Not a few were taken in. In 1934 
in the Assembly H. E. the Commander-in-Chief moved a bill. called the 
Army Amendment Bill to the effect that an Indian academy should be started 
in an area where Indian Army officers will be given Viceroy's commission, 
but they will not be on the san:ie level as the British officers trained in 
Sandhurst and other centres of military training. Sir Abdur Rahim, who 
now adorns the Speaker's Chair in the Centra\ legislature, moved an amend
ment that such an invidious distinction shpuld not be made and that all 
officers of the Indian army may .hav>.! the same status and same pay. That 
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was a bomb-shell. His Excellency was not prepared to accept such an 
amendment. A point of order was raised. A first class constitutional 
crisis was brought about that the Indian legislature could not legislate on 
the rights of British officers and that the subject was ultra \'ires of the 
Indian legislature. Sir Shanmukhan Chetty then gave a ruling, after 
mature consideration, that the Indian legislature had every right to pro
vide the same status for Indian officers and that it was perfectly intra ,;res 
or the legislature to say what status and what pay an Indian officer shall 
draw or enjoy. The government very nearly threatened to. throw out 
the bill, but better sense prevailed, with the result that the Indian officers 
recruited since then enjoy the -same status as the British officers of the 
Indian army. Mind you they do not enjoy the same· status as members 
of the British army. That is a distinction which it will be well to bear 
in mind. As recently as last year Pandit P. N. Sapru moved a resolution 
in the Council of State that the Indian officers serving outside India should 
draw the same pay and enjoy the same rights as the British ·officers 
srrving there. This seems to be a reasonable proposition that for the 
same work same pay should be drawn, but it was not acceptable to our 
masters, and the resolution was defeated. Clearly it had proved my sub
misdon that there is no change of heart among the British officers. The 
resolution that we have proposed now asks for a change of heart and 
definite signs that there shall be a ch:tnge of heart. Some of you may 
not be aware that when a person joins the army he gives up all civil rights. 
Our youngmen thought that when they would join the army they would 
enter a service where there will be no racial, class or other considera· 
tions. In politics we have enough of it which is nauseating our healthy 
well·being, but I reveal no secret when I say th(lt 90% of the Indian 
officers are disillusioned. 

They came to know that the Army was . not one brotherhood and 
there were distinctions made which did not produce that healthy spirit 
which was so necessary among soldiers. Our country · has produced 
soldiers who are fighting the world over and who have proved their worth 
in all the theatres of war. An Indian soldier has showed that he is in no 
way inferior to a German soldier or a Japanese soldier or for the matter 
of that any other soldier. It is all the more creditable when it i:; borne 
in mind that he is fighting under conditions to which he is not accustomed. 
\Vhy should it be said that India who bas won over 2,500 decorations 
during this war cannot produce sufficient number of officers? His Excel· 
Ieney the Commander-in-Chief in 1934 said that it would take 40 to 50 years 
for the Indian Army to be Indianised. He hoped that he would not be 
there to see that Indian officers were placed to rule over British officrrs. 
But that prophesy has been falsified. The conditions of the war have 
necessitated such rapid and accelerated promotions that we have Indians 
who hold Brigades. I do not wish to give out names but I know that an 
Indian ~rigadier has, by his skill and tactful handling of men, amazed 
Americans. More than one Brigadier is serving in the South-East Asia 
Command. There is one Indian General and in the Indian Medical Service 
we have several Indian Generals and shall I say they are not upsetting the 
mental equilibrium of the British officers. We have produced men who have 
won the admiration of the world; we have produced, I am proud to say, more 
than 20 V.Cs.-the second largest number in the British Commonwealth of 
Nations. \Vhat I mean to say is that we have produced officers, and can prO" 
duce officers, given the opportunities and training. These arguments should 
be enough to silence those persons who· had the audacity to suggest 
that Indian officers lack initiative and courage and the necessary skill This 
res~lution is nothing but a demand to put the Indian ofijcers on the same 
footmg as British officers in the Indian army. It is in no way a revolution
ary demand but is in fact the minimum demand. In conclusion I say that 
this resolution should be treated as one of the most important resolutions 
and s~ould be passed unanimously. <Cheers) 

The rt'Solutiotl was carried uttanimously. 
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Mr. PresiJent : ThE: next item is the election of office bearers. I 
recommend that the following gentlemen be elected as the General 
Secretaries for· the year 1945 :-

1. · Prof . .M.D. Altekar. 

2. 1\lr. Naushir Bharucha 

3 Mr. E. Vinayaka Row 

c.· Mr. N. K. Balusubrani Ayer 

The resolution was put and carried. 
' 

The other resolution is about the Council for the year 19~5, It is 
- a long Jist and the names have been submitted by each province. By 
virtue of powers vested in me I have also nominated 5 persons to the 
Council. I move that all these gentlemen form the Council for the year 
1945. (Their names a.re given in the appendix). 

The resolution .was carried. 

Mr. President : The next resolution that I have to put to the 
House is about the venue of the next session of the Federa
tion. In that connection I move that the next session of the 
Federation be held at a place to be decided upon by the 
Council of the Federation. 

The resolution was put and carried. 

Rai Sahib G. R Sethi: Friends and countrymen, I have been 
entrusted with a very pleasant duty of proposing a hearty 
vote of thanks to our ·learned President. The manner in 
which he has conducted our deliberations and ·the various 
practical suggestions that he .has made in his address will 
prove of a very great value to the country {Hear, hear). I 
believe 1 am voicing your feelings when I propose a very 
hearty vote of thanks for the trouble that our worthy 
President has taken in coming from a long distance. I· 

·assure you that we need not be discouraged by the fact that 
there have been only a few members who have come to 
attend the session All those who have a<Ssembled here 
will carry the message of liberalism, the message of practical 
politics to every home in this province and in the country. 

Once again, Sir, I thank you ·on behalf of the Punjab for all the 
trouble that you have taken and the honour that you have 
done to us in coming here. (Cheers) . 

Mr. B: L. Rallia Ram :This is a vote of thanks and I don't think 
it requires to be seconded. I formally put this resolution to 
the House. 

-The resolution was carried amidst cheers. 

MR. T. R. VENKAT ARAl\fA SASTRI : Friends, our pro
ceedings have now come to a close. I cannot tell you how glad 
I am to have been the P-resident of this sfssion of .the Fed~ra
tion One reason is ·that it is the 25th session, the Silver Jubtlee 
session. ·of the • Federation~ Occasions }ike these come bu~ rarely. 
A second reason is that my early studtes were connected wtth Indo· 
Iranian antiquities and the· _vedic period ~vhen this land was ~he land of 
the Sapta Sindhus counting two tributanes on the wester~ stde of the 
Jndus. 'Vhen I first came to this province iL1. 1930, my mmd was not .so 
full of what I saw as of what ideas I had· of this provir.ce from my ~udtes 
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about its ancient history. To be called upon to pre;;ide over a session held 
in this province with those ancient assocbtions in my mind was especially 
gratifying tc me. 

For the last three days I have been the recipient of your kindness~ 
I cannot adequately thank the mrmbers of the Reception Committee and 
~Jr. Rallia Ram who in the absence of the Chairman, R. B. Lata Ram 
Saran Das, discharged his duties for him. I thank them all for the way in 
which they have looked after our conveniences 

I wish the young ladies who inaugurated our proceedings with 
the patriotic song of Sir Md Iqbal were here to receive our thanks. At 
one time the sessions opened and closed with songs ·though that has not 
been the practice in recent :rears. That song was sung of the greatness 
of our country'"' conceived as one before the idea of dividing the country 
had entered the author's mind. · ' 

'I 

I have to express my thanks to the office-bearers for their , help 
and guidance of our proceedings. \Ve have to turn to the Secretary and 
Assbtant Secretary, Mr. Bhende, whenever there is any question of pro
cedure 

One last word about the resolutions we have passed.· Some of 
them were of great impot tance. That which related to Defence, and the 
others relating to Recruitment, and to South Africa were of great impor, 
tance. I may add that the lever of the speeches_ delivered were high and 
won my admiration 

A word about Hindu-~luslim 'relations. One of ,the speakers 
referred to the cordial relations that subsisted between Hindus and 1\lus• 
lims. Just at this moment they might seem to ha\'e ceased. I referred in 
1935 to a case which I . may refer to again here to a new audience. It . 
rf'fers to Hindu-Muslim relations. In my southerri presidency -there: is. a 
1\tuslim Pir's tomb, over which the eldest member of a Hindu family presides 
after: becoming a convert to the ~luslirn faith. The story. is that. at . one 
time, about a hundred years ago, a Hindu was cured of a serious illness by 
the Pir who presided over the tomb. The Hindu asked .what he could do 
in return. The Pir said "If you want to make a return, you become a Muslim 
and pre ;ide over the tomb atter m~ and one half of your family property or 
ir:; income should belong to this institution and the other half should main· 
rain the Hindu family. This goes on, the eldest of the family becoming Sij· 
jadanashin of the institution. This came tG my notice when the two bene
ficiaries quarrelled over the accounts. Another fact that I always knew 
is that Hindus make vows and fulfil them to a Pir's Tomb at Nagose 
near Negapatam in the Tanjore district. · 

These frie--dly relations may come back again in your province. 
How that may be I cannot say. It is not a problem in my part of the coun· 
try. There is no feeling of animosity between thelcommunities in Madras. 
No doubt owing to the recent activities of the ~Iuslim League some of them 
have enrolled themselves as members of the League, but that has not in any 
way affected the relations between the communities. It is important to you 
in this province. Last rear Sir Maharaj Singh exhorted us to promote friendly 
relations between different groups and I can do no more than repeat the 
exhortation This part of the country needs it more than Bombay where 
Sir ~laharaj delivered it. · 

Attention has been drawn to the sparse attendance at this session. 
I have this to say. Recently communal parties ha\·e arisen. The Congress 
worked in the interests of the country without thinking of the interests of 
Hindus or ~luslims separately. In the good old days we had Muslim Presi
dents of the Ccngress. \\'e were not a communal body during the thirty• 
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five years of united Congress. Since the Congress div~ded, the non-commu· 
nat character remains, in the Congress and the Liberal Federation alike, 
(Cheers) 

The qualities that are- required for any organisation have parted . 
company. Individuals and organisations alike have two aspects-acquisition 

. and consolidation of what is acquired. The active efforts for the acquisition 
of freedom for the country have largely been in the hands of the Congress. 
Proper decision and consolidating what is got are peculiarly within the 
qualities of the Liberals. The origip.al Congress possessed both sets of people 
and both qualities. During the last ten years on all critical occasions the 
tiberals have had no deciding voice artd had not been con~ulted. If they 
could have influenced the decisions the situatioQ would be different. I am 
not blaming any political party. I have said more than l generally 
allow ·myself to say, namely, that on critical occasions if all the parties 
who have the interests of the country at heart had been consulted the 
decisions taken would have been different. Unfortunately the differences 
between the communal and non-communal organisations and the division 

" ' 

within the non-communal groups themselves have adversely "ffected the 
decisions of the last ten. years. 

Let me say again how greatly obliged I feel to the Panjab for 
inviting me to preside over this session. 

I forgot to refer to one matter-the formation of ·a Congress govern
ment- in NWFP. Though it was not a subject for any resolution of ours, I 
take it to be a·welcome indication of what may happen elsewhere also in the 
near future. (Cheers) • 

Gentlemen, let me finally thank you all for the assistance you have 
given me to make this session a great success. (Cheers) 
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Copy of tbe speech delivered by Mr. Burjor J. Shroff at the Silver 

jubilee Session of tbe National Liberal Federatio~ of India held at Lahore 
on 18th March 1945. 

Mr. Burjor j. Shroff (Bombayl :-~lr. President, ladies and gentle
men. This is Mr. Burjor Shroff of Bombay, speaking. I feel sure our con
ferere Mr. S. N. Bose wilJ be glad of my having taken up his suggestion 
to follow the rotarian practice in right earnest. 

I have no hesitation in supporting, with all the emphasis at ·my 
command, the resolution demanding the immediate release of the political 
prisoners and the detenus notwithstanding the fact that in the past I had 
diametricaJJy, on many an occasion, differed from the congress ideologies 
and methods. But today I stand before you here on this platform to 
join in the country-wide chorus of demand for their release. Undoubtedly, 
it is our righteous demand for Justice to our incarcerated brothers and 
sisters. 

Looking back with an eye of ca1m and compose~_reasoning on the 
genesis and the growth of the present deadlock, we .all clearly discern and 
from this platform I appeal to the British \Var Cabinet to calmly discern, 
that it had been the greatest blunder in the annals of the British Common
wealth in having wishfully and wilfully produced a malignant stalemate 
detrimental to the vigt>rous and successful prosecution of the war. · 

Now, Sir, in culling out into bold relief from this resolution, we find 
the three centremost points. They are the Deadlock, the detention and the 
instlntaneous release. Ftrstly, we all demand that the chronic deadlock 
shall forthwith go lock, stock: and barrel. Secondly~~ the mass detention of 
many an illustrious son and daughter of India bas not the idea of the justifi· 
cation, legal, moral and judicial. for locking them up in prison cells. And, 
thirdly, therefore. their immediate release shaJI be carried out if ever the 
democratic British statesmanship cares for the prestige, if any, to ~tand 
upright before the world tribune. 

\Ve all have been hearing the word "Deadlock" which has been a 
favourite term merrily used by the Indian and the British· governments. 
\Vhat is "a deadlock'', then Y Does it mean and imply, from their standpoint, 
the locking up of doors of the Legislatures in seven provinces, and the sub
sequent locking up in gaols of a vast number of those who wielded a match_. 
Jess influence in the Legislatures ? \Vhereas from India's point of view, as 
also from the world point of view, it connotes and signifies the self-locking up 
of the very British statesmen. In fact, it is the locking up of the conscience 
and the wisdom of the British Government struggling to hide their chaotic 
judgment. 

\Vhat is the earthly· reason and benefit in detaining indefinitely 
and without judicial trial so many precious and innocent lives in gaols? 
\Yhere lies the guarantee, now, of the carttoad of promises, a'isurances, 
declarations and even of the glamorous Charters dra\\·n up right in the 
centre of the Atlantic Ocean and the Black. Sea Re~ions, i.e., at Yalta? 
AIJ these simply denote a cruel farce, were the British policy still to 
persist in their stubborn attitude in having the free souls of India 
rotted in detention places which are otherwise known. in Hitlerite par-
lance as "Concentration Camps". ·. 

\Vbat is the graYemen of the charge ? They (the Govt.) say, 
that it was the Congress Resolution of August 1942 that had tlared 
them up like a red rag. In the said Resolution, was enunciated the 

. doctrine of emancipation, economic, political and industrial. It urged 
upon the quitting out of India, of the machinery, system and principles 
of perpetual enslavement. This was a very good excuse to pounce upon 
as they were all the while waiting for a chance to pounce upon and 
to pass on the Congress leaders to pLlces of detention. If you had read 
and re-read and I too have read for myself several times-the 'Quit-India' 

... 



resolution, yo'l will notice that there i:; not the shadow of a suggestion 
in the Resolution for the physical quitting of the British with bflg and 
baggage out of India. It only demanded that tneir wretched policy of 
grabbing poor masses of . the lean economic mouthfuls, and the wretched 
administrative machinery of grinding the Indians, should depart. 

Even Gandhiji before his sudden detention, had clarified and also 
emphasised that he never meant the quitting out of India of each and 
every Britisher with his bag and baggage On the contrary, he wanted 
them to stay and Jive with us as friends, as brothers and sisters of the 
Indians • 

. I feel sure that I am echoing the sentiments of our fellow country
men that as true Indians and as our true kith and kins such of the 
British as are anxious· to adopt our country as their Motherland are all 
welcome, that they work and toil for the welfare of our country and 
countrymen, by thinking like Indians, by breathing like lndians, and by 
joining issue with, and fighting for, India and the Indians. 

·. I will_have to ·leave out several points jbst to be short. You all 
remember, Ladies and Gentlemen, that before his accession to Viceroyalty, 
our great Field Marshal Viceroy, Lord Wavell, had declared in England 

· that he was carrying with him an all-promising Mental Bag . for the 
'magical sqlution of the Indian deadlock. He would open it only when 
he arrived here in India. . . 

• There pervaded a feeling of very high ·hope ariq breathless, 
tense expectation that His Excellency would soon release all our· in
carcerated brothers and sisters; and. would again revive and unlock the 
provincial legislatures. Nearly 18 (eighteen} months rolled away, but 
the much trumpeted Mental Bag or Portfolio has not yet been opened till 
this day. Gentlemen, with your permission, I do request .and do entreat 
the Viceroy to please immediately shout " Open Sesame ,. for his Mental 
Bag to be open. · 

With my loudest but humble voice from this platform, I appeal 
to those concerned, particularly I implore those of t~ British Cabinet, 
in their own interests, for the welding of the futute solidarity of the 
British Commonwealth, and especially if they wish and want the Common
wealth not to be split up into fragments, then they must fortwith set 
free all our Congress brothers and sisters nQw rotting in goals ; and 
assist with all their might and main in setting again the ship of the 
State to progress onward aud onw~rd. · 

If they do so, it would surely reflect on the greatness and glory 
of the contented and happy Family of the, Great Commonwealth (Hear 
hear). 

Th~ resolution was unanimously carried with great animation and 
applause. · 

Mr. Shroff :-What a U! Rule 4 (c)? 
Prof. M. D. Altekar: We passed that rule keeping in view some 

special cases. There are pr vinces where there are Liber.ll Associations 
for instance the Punjab has ow been added. There are others where 
there are no Associations, r example, Bihar and Orissa. It was sug· 
gested that people who ~ .11e from those provinces where. there are no 
regular .Associations sho d be nominated as members directl_Y under 
certain conditions. That was why that Rule was put. My fnend, Mr. 
Shroff comes from Bomba and it is open to him to come to the Council 
through the Bombay As dation. 
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99. Prof. I. D. Sharma, D. A. V. College, Lahore. 

100. ~Ir. ]. R. Gupta, Asiatic Electric Company, Anarkati, Lahore. 
101. Seth Lachhman Das, 2, ~Iasson Road, Labore. 
101. Mian Maho;ned Shareef, Advocate, Anarkali, Labore. 
103. !\lr. Banwarilal Sharma. 

lOt 
" 105. 

106. 
107 . 

.... 108 
10~. 
110. 
111. 

Central Provinces & Berar. 

r;>~wan Bahadur K. V. Brahma, C. l. E., Advocate, Nagpur. 
Mr. P. Kodand.a Rao, Servants of India Society, Nagpur. 
Mr. N. A. Dravid. M.A., Servants of India Society, Nagpur. 
1\lr. K. K. Mankeshwar, Auditor, Dhantoli, Nagpur. 
~lr. A. D. Mani, Servants of India Society, Nagpur. 
Mr. J. V. Deshpande, c/o Sir ~1. B. D\!shpJ.nde, Maha1, Nagpur. 
l\1r. K. S. Bhardwaj, ~llnager, ''Hitawad'', Nagpur. 
11r. N. B. Chandorkar, Advocate, Dhantoli, Nagpur. 

Orissa & Assam. 

112. Rai Bahad ur K. L. Barua. Shillon~. 
113. ~lr. Chandradhar Barua, Jorhat, Aisa·n. 


